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The Rockland Gazette was established In
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No man can he provident of his time
who Is not prudent in the choice of his
company.—Jeremy Taylor.
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WARDEN HAM SLATED

NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS
Beginning Tuesday, February 1, 1921. all monthly bills for gas and
electricity in this district will be sent out as soon as possible after meter
readings are obtained, instead of on the last day of tlie month as at

present.

For Collector of Internal Rev
enue, According To Wash
ington Despatch.
Voters who are following the trend of
political events in Maine, with especial
reference to the distribution of federal
patronage, will be interested in the
following speoiai despatch from Wash
ington which appeared in several Maine
papers under date of Jan. 26.

Bills will bear date of present meter readings and will cover charges

for service to that date.

Bills will be due when presented and the same

discounts on gas and electricity will be allowed If payment Is made

at our office (within ten days of the date of the bill.)
We find It necessary to do this because meter readings are taken

practically every day In the month and the delay in rendering these
bills causes misunderstandings.

H. P. BLODGETT,
1-13

District Superintendent.

MIGHT PHONE 7II-W.

■AV PHONE 4H.

/a,

AMBULANCE CAJLLS
With careful and experienced men Io
charge, gives prompt attention. We
use the utmost care and good Judg
ment In handling all eases.

BURPEE

The Maine delegation held a meeting
today in the office of Senator Fernald
and the division of patronage was
agreed upon.
,
Senator Hale will have the appoint
ment of the United States marshal and
the surveyor of customs, while Senator
Fernald will have the appointment of
the United States district attorney and
the appraiser of merchandise.
It was also agreed that Hon. Guy P.
Gannett, national committeeman from
Maine, should name the prohibition en
forcement officer.
Tlie two Senators together will name
tiie collector of internal revenue and it
is understood that they have agreed
on Frank J. Ham of Augusta, chairman
of the Republican State committee.
The meeting was a most harmonious
one and the entire situation relative to
Federal patonage was carefully con
sidered, evey member of the delegation
being present at the meeting.
If the executive order which at pres
ent provides for the appointment of
postmasters under civil service is re| voked, the Congressmen will have the
appointment of all postmasters. In the
matter of the marshalship and the dis
trict attorney, relative patronage ob
tains, ns when the late Senators Hale
and Frye were in the Senate, Senator
Hale taking the marshal and Senator
Frye the district attorney.
YOU CAN ALWAYS

COMPANY

FURNITURE

BUY FRUIT

UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

Right at the
PARK THEATRE FRUIT STAND
Fresh Candy. Full Line of Cigars,
Cigarettes, Tobacco, Etc. 8-19

ROCKLAND, MAINE

UNTIL FEBRUARY 1st.
WASHING MACHINES
SEWING MACHINES

VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTRIC RANGES

OFF

ELECTRIC PORTABLES

ELECTRIC FIXTURES
ELECTRIC FLATIRONS
ELECTRIC CURLING

20#

IRONS

ELECTRIC HEATING PADS
ELECTRIC HEATERS

OFF

ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
ELECTRIC TOASTERS
ELECTRIC GRILLS

BU y

NO W!

AT OUR STORES

Knox Electric Co.
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden
TELEPHONE

530

Laura U. Thurston of Rockland. De
sertion. Withee for libellant.
Wilbert L. Taylor of Hope from
uither Maddocks Still Full of
Ella F. Taylor of Hudson, Mass.
Cruel and abusive treatment. John
Enthusiasm on Project—
son for libellant.
Mary M. Rjchards from Clifford H.
An Act To Incorporate.
Richards of Camden.
Cruel and
abusive treatment. Custody of Cliff
Hon. Luther Maddocks of Boothbuy.
ord E., ftiinor, given to libellant.
in his address at tlie meeting of the
Montgomery for libellant.
three directorates of the Chamber ot
John Stevens ot Camden
from
Hazel M. Stevens of Rockland. Adul
Commerce and Agricultural league, at
tery. Custody of Paul M., minor, giv
the Augusta house Tuesday, January
en to libellant. Montgomery for libel
25, explained in detail the proposed
lant.
building of a bridge between -Bath
Emily E. Small of Thomaston from
and Woolwich. He urged that the
Raymond D. Small of Rockland. Cruel
members of the directorates get be
anil abusive treatment. Custody of
hind the action to build this bridge,
Raymond I)., minor, given ty libellant.
pointing out wherein the state as a
Butler for libellant.
whole would bp benefited. This met
Ada Curtis Roblshaw of Rockland
with unanimous approval by all pres
from Ernest F. Roblshaw of Rockland
ent.
Adultery. Payson for libellant.
The writer later learned from Mr.
Kathryn B. Stratton of Rockland
Maddocks that the construction of, a
from George K. Stratton of Waltham,
bridge at this point would mean a
Mass. Desertion. Smalley for libel
saving of over $218,000 annually to the
lant.
business of the State. For Mr. Mad
Sarah M. Norwood from Willard J.
docks said there would pass over this
Norwood of Camden. Cruel and abu
bridge an estimated traffic of 40,000
sive treatment. Crawford for libel
automobiles, 22,000 freight
trains.
lant.
10,000 passenger trains, and over
Amy F. Billings of Rockland from
170,000 persons riding on the trains,
Rockland’s first baby clinic, held at Beale, master of the new Thomaston Albert F. Billings of Perkinsville/Vt.
during the year. He further iminted
five-masted schooner Edna Hoyt, and Cruel and abusive treatment. Libel
out that as a measure in solving the High School building and reported
he is at this moment starting out for a lant given permission to resume mai
some of the transportation problems at length in.The- Courier-Gazette of
life on the ocean wave in company with den name, Amy F. Corson. Little
of the Maine business that adequate Jan. 18, was an event of such signifi
his father and mother and the other field for libellant.
bridges were of great importance, cance that the photographer's art was two boys, the schooner having dropped
Vincent D'Agostino from Ella M.
and that this bridge at the present
D’Agostino of Rockland. Cruel and
naturally brought in to make an added down the Georges River this week.
time is most needed.
The nurse at the right is Miss Mil abusive treatment. Payson for li
Mr. Maddocks has devoted a great record. Harold A. Staples caught tlie dred Hall. The handsome young lad bellant.
deal of his time in the interest of this above group.
sitting erect on the weighing scales and
Orville b. Young from Bessie L.
bridge, and feels that it is only just
The nurse on the picture'll left is looking into life with such a poised and Young of Camden. Cruel and abusive
and right that he secure from the Miss Ethel Payson, who has in charge, determined expression, is Lawrence treatment. Smalley for libellant.
public all the ‘support possible to comfortably reclining in the weighing Candage, of 190 Camden street, age 9
Ernest E. Black from Carrie A.
ward the immediate construction of scales, Joseph Edward Beale, of Buck's months; height 28% inches; weight 22 Black of Rockland. Cruel and abusive
the bridge. Among a number of the Harbor. Machias, age 4 months, height pounds. Master Lawrence is the son
treatment. Gould for libellant.
,
prominent business, and professional 25% inches, weight, 16 pounds, 12 of Mr. and Mrs. S. Jay Candage.
Harold J. Leavitt of Portland from
men who are now lending their sup minces. Joseph Edward Is the young
The photographs can be purchased of Linnie A. Leavitt of Rockland. Cruel
port to the project are Hiram Ricker,, est of three sons of Capt. Edward Mr. Staples.
and abusive treatment.
Littlefield
Byron N. Giles, W. T. Cobb, Gen.
for libellant.
George W. Goethals, H. N. McDougall
Helen M. Rackliffe of South Thom
and W. T. Patterson. While these
aston from Ivan A. Rackliffe of parts
TWENTY DIVORCES GRANTED
men would not be personally benefited,
unknown.
Custody of Clarence I.,
they- merely represent in this case the
Harold lb, Arthur F„ Floyd O., min
sentiment of the people of the State,
ors given to libellant. Cruel and abu
says Mr. Maddocks.
Long
Term of Supreme Court Ends—Acrimonious Hear sive treatment. Campbell for libel
Asked about the proposed railroad
lant.
from Boothbay Harbor to
South
ing On Norwood Will—Marriage Ties Severed.
Edward F. Curtis of Newcastle from
Newcastle Mr. Maddocks said the
Alice M. Curtis of Rockland. Cruel
poles are all set, the road-bed has
and abusive treatment. Payson for
been surveyed, the capital stock has
That .Mrs. Mary A. Norwood was the changed in her attitude. So far from libellant.
been nearly all subscribed and ar
being anxious to start for Boston with
Hildred J. Haskell from -Marion M.
rangements have been made for mar victim ot an incurable mental malady, her that day as planned, she met her
Haskell of Rockland. Cruel and abu
keting the bonds whenever conditions senile dementia, and thnt the mental daughter in'the doorway and forbade
sive treatment. Custody of Evelyn
become favorable. Tlie road will be collapse had progressed to .a marked her entering the house. Dr. Norwood
E„ minor, given to libellant and li
broad gauge and the storage battery degree long before she executed the was beside her. and she constantly re
belee ordered to pay $5 a week for
variety of cars so much in favor in
will of November 1917; that she had ferred to him as she talked. She be support of Evelyn E. Miller for li
the West and South will be used.
gan by declaring that she had “had a bellant.
,
Mr. Maddocks says the only Legis every reason to remember her daugh terrible blow; that she was penniless".
Mary Frances Grain of Camden
lature he has missed in the past 50 ter, Maud N. Packard, in making that She followed this by a tirade, crying
from Jahips L. Grunt of parts un
years was that of two years ago. He will: and that she was prevented from out to her daughter that “I don't know
known. Desertion. Custody of Ev
knows the ropes and is a good helms so doing by her infirmity and by im you. You ure a money catcher; but
elyn E.. and Margaret B., minors, giv
man. His bill, “An Aet to Incorpor
you will not get a cent. I never want en to libellant. Emery for libellant.
ate the Kennebec River Bridge Com proper Xnfluence by her son. Dr. J. to see you again as long As I live." This
Luella U. Teele from Chester W.
pany,” is to be placed fnthe legisla Frederick Norwood, were lije cont.en- manner of talk continiA'd until Mrs.
Tede of St. George. Desertion. Lit
tive hopper some time this week.— tlons which were set forth in Thurs Packard, finding appeals and reason
tlefield for libellant.
Kennebec Journal.
day's hearing before Judge Wilson by ing useless, left the house.
All during this scene, she stated, her
J. H. Montgomery, counsel for Mrs.
SHIPPING BOARD VESSELS
brother was at Mrs. Norwood’s elbow,
FARM BUREAU MEETINGS
Packard.
•
A letter written by Dr. Norwood to looking intently at her and approving
Every day adds to the number of
Knox County Farmers Should Show his aunt, Mrs Emily B. Richardson, in her wprds.
Shipping Board vessels which are be
Upon
cross
examination,
Attorney
May
1917,
was
shown
as
evidence
that
Their Interest By Being Present.
ing withdrawn from operation owing
he himself regarded his mother's con Littlefield inquired if it was not a fact to the scarcity of freights, more than
that,
when
she
undertook
to
get
her
dition
aS
serious,
six
months
before
All-day community planning meet
a score having gone out of business
ings of the Farm Bureau are to be held the will was made. This letter asked mother to Boston that October she had this week.
The Board has already
planned
to
give
her
an
apartment
of
Mrs.
Richardson
to
intervene
to
induce
as follows;
withdrawn 208 steel vessels with a
her
own,
rather
than
take
her
to
her
the
daughter
to
take
some
part
in
the
• Camden—Wednesday, Feb. 2.
tonnage of 1,262,000 tons, and before
support and care of the mother, and own home.. Witness admitted that she the currrent depression ends It is be
Warren—Thursday. Feb. 3.
had
planned
partially
along
that
line.
detailed
the
trouble
the
Doctor
was
Rockland—Friday, Feb. 4.
The remaining testimony was largely lieved that a total of 400 steel ships,
having with her at home. It set forth
Friendship—Wednesday, Feb. 9.
along
the same line, the opposing coun of 2,250,000 tons will be Idle. In addi
Anyone who is interested in Farm,, that Mrs Norwood was then careless
tion to these ships, 260 wooden steam
sel
drawing
out narratives of many in
about
her
dress,
pinning
her
clothing
Rureau work is invited to attend these'
ers of 950,000 tons, have also been
cidents.
calculated
to
prove
or
disprove
meetings, and every Farm Bureau on any way, wearing her hat so as to
withdrawn from trade. The Shipping
the
testatrix'
soundness
of
mind
at
va

member should lie present. A program give her the appearance of being semiBoard announced Wednesday that
rious
times
before
and
after
the
draw

intoxicated;
and
urging
the
necessity
of work for the coming year will be de
eight wooden hulls at Wilson's Point,
cided upon and committees and project of having.someone constantly there to ing of the will. The hearing came to Conn., had been sold ot $40,000 each to
an
end
lute
Thursday
aftenoon.
Judge
leaders selected. In order to make the "direct her mind and stimulate her
P. Dougherty & Co. This is only a
Wilson’s decision has not yet been re small proportion of their cost to the
Farm Bureau a success it is necessary pride.”
ceived.
It was further stated in this latter
that every farmer put a certain amount
government, but the Board Is un
• • • •
of time into the work.
By helping that the writer could not longer toler
doubtedly wise in getting rid of them
An
evening
session
on
Wednesday
your neighbors tfou are helping the ate living as he had lived the past win
at any price, as the fleet of more than
community, the county, the State and ter; that his mother though strong was devoted to the hearing on an ap 100 wooden ships now anchored In the
peal
from
tlie
decree
of
the
Probate
the nation, so don’t sit back and let physically, would not keep the house
James River, Va., Is said to be rapidly
someone else do the work, but come clean, would not wasli dishes properly, Court by which Mrs. Hattie A. Piper, deteriorating in value, and although
widow
of
the
late
J.
G.
Pigier,
was
only manned by skeleton crews there
out to the meetings and have a hand used a bean pot over and over without
in the work of the Farm Bureau for washing uritil it “smelled to heaven”; granted a widow's allowance of $4500. is more or less expepse attending the
The appeal was taken by Mrs. Carrie A. keeping of them.
that
she
confided
her
private
affairs
to
1921.
comparative strangers, and was fre Richardson, a daughter of Mr. Piper
quently losing sums of money through by a former marriSge. It set forth that
SCRUTINIZE YOUR TENS
SAW ROUGH WEATHER
carelessness; and that she had "im the decree was made following a waiver
of
the
terms
of
Mr.
Piper
’
s
will
by
the
Counterfeiters, with
the aid of pulsive periods when she did whatever
Schooner Ervin J. Luce, Capt. Pas
widow, and that this waiver, by which
paste and shears, have heen turning came into her head."
cal, while bound from Stonington, for
she
gave
up
an
annuity
of
$500
and
a
Over a dozen witnesses were called
$2 bills into $10 bills, secret service
life interest ln'the homestead, was not Boston, stone laden, in a heavy gale
officials learned Wednesday. By clip by the contestants of the will to sub
for the best good of the widow, hut on Monday night off Cape Ann, lost
ping off the alternate ends of the stantiate the view that Mrs. Norwood
some of her sails. She reached Boston
was induced, by the influence of her
was
decidedly
“
off"
mentally
as
early
larger federal reserve notes and past
Wednesday and was towed to a New
son,
E.
E.
Boynton
of
Camden.
As
ing them on the $2 notes currency as 1916, and that the malady had pro
Haven pier where her cargo will be
Mrs.
Richardson
would
have
heen
in
has been produced which will pass gressed to a, point where she could not line for nn inheritance under the terms discharged, she having been worked
be considered competent during that
with great difficulty to an anchorage
muster unless* closely examined. Act
year or early in 1917. This testimony of the will and as Mr. Boynton would below Castle Island. It was necessary
ing Chief Owen. I’. M'Kenna has is
be
the
heir
under
the
new
arrangement,
was chiefly given by neighbors and
in docking to thaw out the windlass
sued a warning to all New England
Camden people who had observed Mrs. after Mrs. Piper's decease, there was and chains before the anchors could
ers to ^-rutlnize $10 notes closely.
Norwood's appearance and conduct considerabe mutual disparagement of be raised.
One of the spurious notes was passed
over a period of years. It dealt with motives in the suit. Before leaving
in Manchester. N. IL, and not dis her increasing disregard for her per Rockland yesterday, Judge Wilson an
covered until it reached a bank.
Spring Ionic for the prisoners of
sonal appearance, her seeming inability nounced Judgment sustaining the de
to carry on a sustained conversation cree of the Probate Court. Pike for Knox County Jail is being prepared In
large quantities on the
southern
even on subjects familiar to her, and appellant; Payson for appellee.
• • • •
boundary of the Court House lot.
her growing tendency to repeat the
John Bushea of Rockland, who was The writer does not know how many
same things over and over at short
under bonds of $500 to appear at this cords of it there are, but when the
Intervals.
White Street, near Limerock
There was also testimony to the ef term of court on appeal from a liquor saws and axes get to ringing some
Itev. A. E. Scott, Rector
fect that she had complained at differ selling conviction in the police court, body's muscles are bound to benefit.
BI Pbaaant Street. Telephone 29-M.
ent times of being unhappy in her failed to show up and his bond was de
if. thia telephone Is not answered, call 56-X.
home, and of severe disciplinary meas clared forfeited. Bondsmen were N. B. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Allen, E. F. Kalloch and Mrs. Louise
ures by her son.
• • • •
Bushea. John was also under indict
Sexagesima Sunday, Jan. 30th, Holy Com
Whatever your occupation may ba aad how
munion at 7.30 a. m. only; Morning
As direct evidence of intentional in ment by the January grand jury as a ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
Praver and Litany, with music and ser
common
seller.
fall
to secure at least a few mlnutaa every day
fluencing
of
his
mother
’
s
mind
by
Dr.
mon. at 10 30; Ohugeh School With
• • • •
for refreshment of pour Inner life with a bit
Norwood, Mrs. Packard told of an in
graded classes at 12 15; Evening Prayer
of poetry.
—Charlea BUot Norton.
with music and sermon at 4.
In the closing hours of court. Thurs
cident occurring at Camden in October
Wednesday. Feast of the Purification B V.
1917. The doctor's story of this episode day night, CharlcH T. Smalley, counsel,
THE PEOPLE'S SONQ OF PEACE
M.. Holy Communion in the chapel at
was told in Thursday's Couier-Oazette. filed a motion for new trial in the cases The grass is preen on Bunker HUI,
7 30 a in
The
waters sweet In Brandywine,
of
Tileston
B.
Noyes
vs.
William
S.
and
Mrs.
Packard's
version
was
as
follows:
Lent begins Feb 9th, because Easter Day
sword sleeps in the scabbard etlll.
comes March 27th; the special services
Feeling that she should look ufter Charles F. Bartlett. In the case against The
The
farmer keeps his flock and vine;
for Lent will be announced next week.
her mother's interests, Mrs. Packard William Bartlett Mr. Noyes was given Then who would mar the scene today
China Famine Relief. We have made our
a verdict of $1 and costs; and In the With vaunt of battlefield or fray?
went
to
Camden
late
in
October
1917.
contribution to the Hoover fund for the
She found the house In disorder and no case against'Charles F. Bartlett he The brave corn lifts In regiments
children of Europe, and must next do
something towards the relief of the 15
food prepared. She took her mother to was given a verdict of $1. In the cases
Ten thousand sabres in the suu,
millions who are facing starvation in
a restaurant for dinner and then re where Mr Noyes figured as defendant The ricks replace the battle-tents.
China ; 3 cents saves one life for a day.
The bannered tasaels toaa and run:
turned to the house. Mrs. Norwood the verdict was also in his favor. The The neighing steed, the bugle’s blast.
The loose offerings on Feb. 6th will be for
this fund; the Rector will also receive
was poorly and carelessly dressed, and usual formal motion for new' trial was These 4>e but storiea of the past.
and forward any contributions sent to
was
a very nervous and agitated accompanied by a plea as to inadequacy The earth has healed her wounded breast,
him.
franc of mind. She constantly aske<I of damages.
The cannons plough the field no more;
• • • »
The heroes rest I Oh, let them rest
that she be taken away from Camden
In peace along the peaceful shore!
The Divorce List
and would not let the subject rest when
They fought for peace, for peace they fell.
MARIANNE CROCKETT told that such was her daughter’s pur Jhventy divorces were decreed by They
sleep bt peace, and all la well.
pose. The two slept together that -Judge Wilson. The list follows:
Vocal Teacher
fields forget the battles fought,
Russell (}. Reynolds from Carrie A. The
night but were awake the greater part
The trenches wave In golden grain;
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Rockland.
Adultery. Shall we neglect the lessons taught,
of the time, the mother insisting upon Reynolds of
Telephone 498-R.
And tear the wounds agape again?
asking repeatedly if she was to be Custody of Lillian A. and Vernon F.,
Sweet Mother Nature, nurse the land.
m-tf taken away.
minors, given to libellant. Miller for And heal her wounds with gentle hand.
In the morning Mrs. Packard went libellant.
AUGUSTA TALBOT
on earth! Lo. flock and fold!
to Rockland and consulted an attorney
Henry E. Sukeforth from Jennie Lo.Lo,peace
rich abundance, fat Increase,
Violinist and Teacher
relative to her rights In drawing money R. Sukeforth of Thomaston. Cruel And valleys clad In sheen of gold!
Oh. rise and sing a song of peace,
for her mother’s expehses. Returning and abusive treatment. Johnson for
Pupil of Lillian Shattuck
For Theseus roams the land no more,
16 Central St
Tel. 138-5 after only two hours absence, she libellant.
And Janus rests with rusted door
found
Mrs.
Norwood
completely
Alden C. Thurston of Rockport from
—Joaquin Miller.
148-1$
Caadei

THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE

THREE TIMES A WEEK

CUT FLOWERS

76................. Number 13.

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Maine. January 29, 1921
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddie. who
on oath declares that he Is pressman in the
office of tlie Rockland Publishing Co. and that
of the issue ot' The Courier-Gasette of Jan. 27.
1921, there was printed a total of 6,146 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 29, 1921
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IN LEGISLATURE

Have You Done Your Part?
TOWARD

AIR.

IU)OVER’S

FUND

Getting Busy At Augusta—
Bill To Bridge Kennebec
River At Bath.

approved by the public utilities com
mission.
The incorporators are W. S. Glidden,
Frank B. Nichols, F. W. Carlton. W. T.
Patterson, W. G. Hubfiard. W. T. Loud,
W. A. Cochran, Eben Chase, Byron N.
Giles. Aipheus Dodge, C. R. Tupper,
George A. Gregory, Lyman H. Merry,
Luther Maddocks, Phineas Gay. Her
man Castner, T. E. Philbrlck, George
A. Cowan, A. W. Nash, Joseph Hatch,
Ernest E. Glidden, Harold Smith,
Henry Chamberlain. A. T. Thorpe. F.
\V. Jackson, Forest E/Ware, Forest H.
Bond, John P. Kellcv, George W. Walk
er, N. V. Eastman.Charles A. Creighton,
William G. Washburn, Wilbur P.
Strong. W. T. Cobb, I. L. Snow, May
nard S. Bird, Elmer S. Bird. W. D. Tal
bot, E. M. Lawrence, H. X. McDougall,
A. S. Littlefield, M. A. Johnson. Hiram
Ricker, E. W. Wheeier ami George W.
Goethals.

LEGAL AFFAIRS

Rann-dom Reels
By HOWARD L. RANN

dwwwvwwmwwwwwwwmw1

The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
publii- hearing In lis rooma nt the Slate House,
in Augus a. on Wednesday, February 2, 1921,
at 2 p li. on the following :
An Art to amend Section 4 of Chapter 13
of .he Revise! Statutes, relating to vacancies
in the Office of County Treasurer filled by ap
pointment
in-.i.inv,

to provide for the Re-eodificatlou of
the Stale Constitution
Au At- to amend Section 16, Chapter 20, of
the Revised Statutes relating to the inspection
of records of poisons sold by druggists.
An Art to authorize Counties. Cities and
Touns, and Municipal Public Service Corpor
; ... ns to pension employees after long and
honorable service.
An Ael amending Section 25 of CMftpter 30
of the Revised Statutes, relating to appointment
and duties of inspector of building
An Aei authorizing executors and administra
tors to pay for perpetual care of burial lot in
cemetery.
An Ae; lo renilate the use of motor vehicles
with solid tires
An Art lo amend an art entitled “An Act to
IncorjioLile the km-x Woolen Company.”
13-14

Till; ELECTRIC BELT
I Special to Th< Fourier-Gazette.]
\ugusta, Jan. 28.—Although the
HE electric licit Is a substitute
SAVE THE CHILDREN
ROCKLAND’S QUOTA FOP THE CARE OF THE opening of the Maine Legislature ap
fur tlie mustard plaster ami can
parently gave little promise of results
he reiuovetl without tahiug auy of the
grinding out much grist in State
Knox county is 36 percent subscribed
patient with it.
STARVING CHILDREN OF CENTRAL EUROPE IS
iv s, yet the results show today, the
From the earliest days of this re
of its allotment in the campaign for
public tiie mustard plaster has been
final session for the month of Janu
the relief of the starving children of
relied upon to extract shoutin'-' pains
NOT YET COMPLETED
ary, that the 80thesession will go into
Europe.
Rockland’s quota is a bit
from tlie Interior of mans anatomy.
history
as
one
ol
Lin*
busiest
in
many
over 50 percent subscribed. Some of
It, was always applied by some faith
ears. The deliberate, almost lan
the Maine counties have not done so
ful wife who mixed the plaster with
ROCKLAND'S
POPULATION
IS
8,109
guid manner in',which the upper and
well, some better—Kennebec has raised
her t xxn-hands, in order that there
ower houses began on January 5th,
82 percent Efforts are not going to re
might he plenty of mustard therein,
TAXATION
was soon succeeded by a great influx
HOOVER SUBSCRIBERS TO DATE,
164
The i m.mittee ou Taxation will give a public
•inti 'ill Unit a suffering husband Imd
lax until we have met—not our obliga
bills, active sessions of both bodies
riog in rs rooms at the State House, in
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' tlcnt right in the presence of Itis wife
The contest for the Rockland post- in Hoosick Falls. N. Y. The purchase ers in April 19J6. If your association wishing to be married shall file with
13-14 tand children. The electric belt can be gas, belching, sour stomach, nervous
the city or town clerk a certificate
mastership became a three-cornered takes an added interest and sentiment buys it I W’ill have the satisfaction of
I set so that it will operate at one mile ness, dizziness and biliousness, should
when the fact becomes known that this seeing it go l»ack to the city for w’hijh under oath that he or she is free from
get a box of Mi-O-na stomach tablets
affair yesterday when Herbert R. engine was originally ow’ned in Rock-j I sold it 34 years ago.
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Remember the moving discount sale | per hour on high, but by a providen today and start a treatment. Guaran
Mullen authorized the first definite land, and bore the honored name of
Friday Senator Arthur B. Holt of at Palmer’s open^. today. (let yours.
“It is as good a muster engine now
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the ring. That he intends to base his
in progress, Francis W. Hall, secretary for muster purposes, but after it ar portion of the direct road between
candidacy principally on the fact that of the local association, received the fol rived musters ceased in that section, Ellsworth and Lamoine located in the
he is an ex-service man, is the infer lowing communication from H. W. Es- and it has not been a muster contest limits of Ellsxyorth and town of Han
ence drawn from his statement yes tabrook of Newtop Centre, Mass.
ant since it was owned there. The cock.
terday that his only’ petitions are be
“I sold the Gen. Berry 34 years ago, engine is in perfect condition, and you
There was little accomplished at the
ing circulated among men who served for your city, to Ashburnham. Mass. would not find it necessary to lay oyt session Friday and adjournment was
in the late war. Letters strongly en Francis Tighe was then your chief en- a cent for it.”
taken until 4.30 o’clock Monday.
dorsing his candidacy are said to be
on file w’ith Congressman White in
In the House?Wednesday Represen
Washington, D. C.
I Woman because of her cruel, crafty tative Wing of Auburn introduced a
PARK THEATRE
The entrance of a third candidate
{cunning. The Leopard Woman at resolve authorizing the e calling of a
wras not unexpected; neither is it re
’ trmpts ty delay him on in important constitutional convention. The re
The
Chicago
Stock
Co.,
has
had
garded as improbable that there will
diplomatic mission to the heart
solve provides that a convention be
Rockland
hypnotized
from
the
very
be other aspirants, for the situation
Africa, using every wile known
held for the- purpose of amending the
appears to be very mucdi unsettled.
start, and the aw’akening will not woman. For a while she succeeds, constitution. The convention shall
Mr. ’ Mullen is one of Rockland’s come until the curtain has rung down though she finds that her love for meet »n the first Monday of January,
best known young business
men. tonight on the final act of “Mary’s him, born of hate, is almost as power 1922, at the Kcate House at Augusta
He was born in this city Oct. 9, 1388, Ankle.”
Each
performance
has ful as the duty* she is sworn to per and shall consist of 182 members, to
a son of the late James H. Mullen somehow* seemed better than the one form. Louise Glaum is the Leopard be nominated and elected according
w’ho was a past commander of Edwin Which preceded it, and all have been Woman. House Peters the leading to the provisions of law, hs are and
Libby Post, G. A. R.
staged w’ith a thoroughness that man, spent many years on the dark in the same number and proportion,
He organized the Rockland Division could be given only by a first class continent. His experiences were both members of the legislature.
The
of Naval Militia in 1910 and was its cast, with an abundance of fine cos colorful and thrilling. Starting out members of the legislature. The mem
commander two years. April 27, 1917, tumes, and handsome stage settings ns the star at the head of his owr bers of the convention shall receive
at the outbreak of the war, he re
to draw* from. It will be today simply dramatic company, the popular actor such compensation and travel as is
entered the service as ensign, at a question of getting your seat early wound up in the Kimberley diamond now established by law for members
tached to the Rockland section, Al enough.
mine region, where he prospected for of the legislature. The convention
ter being in service here about one
“The Leopard Woman,” which fea precious gems. Peters is the typical shall be the judge of the election of
year be was transferred April 15, tures the movie bill next Monday and soldier of fortune. His role in "The its own members shall choose its own
1918, to the command of the Portland Tuesday, is J. Parker Read, Jr.’s mo Leopard Woman” could not hav officers arid the expenses of said Con
base. Immediately after the sign tion picture adaptation of Stewart been more to his liking if it had been vention shall be paid out of any
ing of the Armistice he was trans Edward White’s famous story of the specifically W’ritten for him. Conse money not otherwise appropriated,
ferred to Rockland, temporarily, to adventurves of John Culbertson, sci quently he gives in “The Leopar it shall be the duty of the convention
demobilize the Base. After this had entist-explorer, and a strange, beau Woman” one of the most capable per to correct those violations of the Con
been done be was ordered to Boston tiful woman, known to him only as formances of his long and successful stitution which now exist, which by
as senior aide to the Naval Force Madame, whom he calls the Leopard career.—Advt.
any means may be made therein,, to
Commander of the First District, be
form such alterations and amend
ing finally released from active duty,
ments as from experience shall be
at his own request, July 12, 1919.
found necessary and^to report the re
&‘At the Sign of"L
Mr. Mullen was promoted from en
sult of their deliberations to the Gov
h
Nation a I. B ank
sign to lieutenant, junior grade, Jan.
ernor who shall thereupon, in accord
15, 1918. He is still a member of the
ance with law’ submit on the first
Naval Reserve Force, to which, dur
Monday of September, 1922, to the
ing the war, he contributed services
qualified electors of the State of
that W’on him the highest praise of
Maine the result of the deliberations
Deposit
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in

his superior officers. Mr. Mullen is
of the convention in the proper form
a past commander of Anderson Camp,
of questions as to whether the Con
vest or re-invest with us at 4% interest or
S. of V., and a member of Winslowstitution shall be amended and adopt
Holbrook Post, American Legion; and
subject to chock. We welcome these accounts,
ed in the form proposed and deter
Rockland Lodge, B. P. O. E.
mined by the convention.
and offer you the complete and highly organ
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banking
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
the appointing of clerks of courts by
met with Penobscot View Grange Jan.
institutions of the county.
the Supreme Court instead of their
15. and elected and installed the fol
election by popular vote was present
lowing officers: Master, Jesse A. Toled Thursday in the House by Maher
inan; overseer, Guy Annis; lecturer,
of Augusta. The act provides that
Phyllis E. Tolman; steward, Harry
The “Sunoco Lubrication Guide” tells you at a
clerks of the judicial courts shall here
1854
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
1920
Humphrey; assistant steward, C. M.
after be appointed by the justices of
glance
the right type of motor oil and greases for your
F. Ames; chaplain, Mrs. Parks Baker;
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the supreme judicial court or a ma
treasurer, Harold H. Nash; secretary,
particular
car. It eliminates all need for guesswork.
jority of them and hold office for the
W. Scott Rack!iff; gatekeeper, Guy
Member Federal Reserve Bank
term of four years unless removed by
Sheldon; Ceres, Mrs. Rose Barrons;
Accurate and efficient lubrication—the life of your
the justices for, cause, but all such
Open Saturday Evenings From 7 Until 9
Pomona, Mrs. Julia E. Post; Flora.
clerks^ now in office shall continue to
car
—is possible only by using the right type of lubri
Mrs. Hattie Sheldon; lady assistant
hold their offices until the expiration
steward, Carleen Brazier, Harold H.
of their terms or; until a vacancy oc
cants.
High quality, while essential, is not enough.
Nash was installing officer, ably as
curs from some other cause. All such
sisted by Mrs. Elizabeth Annis.
A
clerks shall be residents of the coun
bountiful supper and a fine literary
Sunoco Motor Oil—the new scientific engine lubri
ties from which they are appointed.
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cant
—is made in six types to meet the lubricating re
, Maine
The next Pomona meetingwill be with
In the House Thursday Representa
quirements of all cars. It is a 100 per cent distilled oil.
Megunticook Grange, Feb. 26.
tive Elmore of Camden introduced an
•
act to incorporate the Kennebec River
Get a free copy ofthe “Sunoco Lubrication
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ate a good and sufficient iron, steel or
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Every time a newspaper
concrete bridge across the Kennebec
using Sunoco and avoid carbon, pitted valves, loss of
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from
a
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North
prints a “free reader” or a piece of free
Bath, near to or over Winslow’s rocks
power, excess friction and other troubles.
publicity, cuts its advertising rates, or
to some convenient j>oin^ on the oppo
grants a secret concession to an agency
site shore in Woolwich, connecting on
ft
or advertiser, misrepresents its circula
-3
the two ends with the Maine Central
tion, maligns a competitor or knowingly
IS
prints an advertisement containing a
Railroad and t^e State highway. The
1
talse statement.
bridgv 43halL.he.ao constructed op to
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and
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Every-Other-Day

Calk of the Cown

WITH THE CHURCHES |

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

Jan. 39—Country Club, concert at 4.30,
luncheon at 0.30.
Jau 31—(7 n ni 1—Woman's Educational
Club meets in Methodist parlors.
Feb. 2—St. Bernard's Coffee Party, Temple
hall
Feb’. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 4—Country Club, dancing at 8 p. tn.
Feb. 4—"Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick’’ re
peated at Penobscot View Tlrange hall
Feb 4—Community Planning Meeting o4
Knox-Lliicolu Farm Bureau at Pleasant Val
ley Grange hall.
Feb. 4 - D. A. B. auction party In Temple
hall
Feb. 4—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
C. W. Sheldon, 78 Broad street
Feb. 5—Knox Pomona Grange meets In West
Bockport.
Feb. 9—Country Club, ladies auction, 2 30
p m
.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14-10—Annual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers and Beekeepers in Auburn.
Feb. 17—Child Welfare Day.
Feb. 13—Country Club, luncheon al 7 p m.
Feb 17—Mid-winter meeting of Maine Fed
eration of Women's Clubs, Augusta. .
Feb. 18—Country Club, men and women,
luncheon and auction, 0.30 p, nt
Feb. 21-28—Masonic Food Fair iu the Arcade.
Feb. 22—Wasbiugton's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Maine Society. Sons of American
Revolution, at Portland, Judge A M. Spear,

speaker.

Feb. 22—Country Club, auction afternoon,
supper 0.30, dancing 8 o’clock.
v
Feb. 20—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets in Cantden.
Feb. 27—Country Club, concert at 4 30,
luncheon 0 30.
Feb. 28-March 5—-Maine Automobile Dealers'
automobile show, Exposition Building, Portland.
March 2—Country Club, ladies’ auction at
2 30 p. nt
March ' 12—Boston Automobile Show opens
in Mechanics Building.
March 30—Easter sale and supper st Hie
Congregational church.
April 19-.Patriots Day.
April 22-Total eclipse of the moon
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival in
Cantden Opera House.

The Grand Army boys will have
charge of the circle supper at the
Relief Corps meeting next Thursday
evening. \V. H. Maxey, Benjamin
Bartlett and Thomas Benner have
been designated as housekeepers.
___

t

The big dancing attraction fdr next
Week Is the Havener Hall dance
Thursday night with Brim Jewett and
his society orchestra with Tad Stacy
Sandy Mack and Zeb Avery, featuring
the foxtrot hit “Palesteena.”
"Aaron Slick from, Punkin Crick”
scored such a great success at Pen
obscot View Grange hall that it will
be repeated there next Friday night,
with a dance as an added attraction.
The comedy is a scream.

The Hook & Ladder truck on its
way to Thursday afternoon's grass
fire on Camden street collided with
one of M. B. & C. O. Perry's coal
wagons, taking a wheel off the latter
as neatly as you please.
Edward
Lothrop. driver of the cffal wagon.,
had barely time to make his exit be
fore the crash came.

The Chisox, near-winners of the
Twilight League baseliall champion
ship, are now said to he thirsting for
ice polo honors.
Tom Chisholm is
recruiting a team of real champs and
incidentally is looking around for
some team that would be easy , to beat.
At test reports he was negotiating
with Charles Maxey for a game with
the Knox Electrics.

Reports that Green Bros, and Wool-

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

The Salvation Army: Jail meeting, |
9.30 a. m.; holiness meeting, 11 a. m;
Sunday School, 2 p. m.; Salvation
meeting, 7.30 p. m.

Mammoth Masonic Food Fair

BEFORE STOCK TAKING

St. Peter’s
Church (Episcopal),
Sunday sevies at 7.30, 1*1.30, 12 15,
and 4. Holy day service Wednesday.
See particulars in the notices on the
first page.

at the Arcade

.« • • •

It has teen our custom fo; years, during the last week of January
prior to stocktaking on February 1 st, to make our prices as low as pos
sible in order to reduce our stock and give our customers the advantage
of two months’ real winter wear of the garments which they may pur
chase. Again, as in all large stocks, styles govern the prices on. many
of the garments, and oh any of our garments which style affects you
get sacrifice prices. We have listed a few garments, so that you may
get a little idea of what to expect if you make your purchases now.

••••

block next north of Hotel Rockland
were among the wild real estate ru
mors on the street this week. Fred
R. Spear, agent of the block, informs
The Courier-Gazette that
neither
concern has made any proposition to
huyrthe blc-.k. One df the Mrinei|>ul
tenants of tnis block is the American
Railway Express Co., whose lease
expires shortly. Whether this lease
will be renewed could not be stated,
definitely yesterday.

The Consolidated Baking Co., which
established a plant in the Littlehale
building on Park street last summer,
it. meeting with a much larger degree
of success than had been expected, and
thus early in its career has been
obliged to order another large oven
to keep pace with its Increasing busi
ness.
*

»••*

BLOUSES AND WAISTS
For Saturday and Monday—25%
discount on all Waists and Blouses
in stock—a few 1921 models except
ed. This means you save one-fourth
of the price of the waists.

FURS—FURS—FURS
Regarding the effect which the drop In prices has hud on our furs
in stock, suffice it to say we absolutely guarantee every fur gaj-ment
or neck-piece to be as low in price
the same can be duplicated at
our Jifl.v or August 1st fur sale in 1921—what more can we say. Fur
garments are not affected by the style ns much as other pieces of wear
ing apparel, so you can buy safely. Following is l'sted a few fur gar
ments to show you our comparative Prices f^r the balance which we
have in stock.
1 Natural Brown Pony Coat, 30 in- long, with Badger Collar,
$165; reduced to ...................................................... -........................ .......... $100
1 Marmot Coat, 30 in. long. $185; rediVbd to .......................................... $125
1 Blended Muskrat Coat, 30 in. long, $200; reduced to .........................$135
1 Hudson Seal Coat, 40 In. long, with taupe Squirrel Collar, $600;
reduced to ........................................ ............ ...................................................$375
1 Plain Hudson Seal Coat, 36 in. long. $450; reduced to .......................$300

SUITS AND COATS
fc

SECOND FLOOR

At greatly reduced prices, to close
out before stock taking.

FIRST SHOWING OF
NEW SPRING
SUITS
After you have looked at these you'
will realize what good style and good
values the fall and winter suits
which we offer you are.

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock.
Sub
ject of lesson sermon "Love.” . Sunday
school’ at 12.10. Wednesday evening
meeting at 7.30.
• • • •
Congregational church, Walter S.
Rounds, minister: At the service to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the theme, “The Joy of the
Christian Fellowship.” The ohurch
school will convene at noon. The pub
lic is invited.
>

Blessings on those Rockland basket
ball girls! Last night they defeated
Lincoln'Academy girls 43 to 18, while
the boys’ team was being defeated 99
to 16 by the Lincoln Academy. The
games were played in Newcastle.
John Gillis has gone as first mate
with Capt. Niles Nelson on the
schooner Dorothea Brinkman, which
loaded at Norfolk with, coal for Sun
Domingo. They will bring back a
cargo of logwood.

February 21-26, 1921

GARMENT DEPARTMENT
STREET FLOOR
>45.00
length Black Plush Coats, $75; reduced to .....................
55.00
% length Black Plush Coat, size 18, $85; reduced to ........
30.00
% length Black Plush Coat, $45; reduced to .....................
30.00
% length Black Plush Coat, $50; reduced to .......................
25.00
Beaver Plush Coat, % length, $39.50; reduced to .... *..........
30.00
Full length Beaver Plush Coats, $50; reduced to ...............
•
Full length Black Plush Coats, with Black Opossum Fur Collar, $59.50;
40.00
reduced to ............................................ -............................. -.....................
40.00
Full length Black Plush Coats, $65; reduced to ...............................
Full length Black Plush Coat, big Cape Collar, gathered-in back, belt all
50.00
around, full silk-lined, size 36, $75; reduced to ..A........................................
20.00
Full length Black Plush Coat, misses size .................................... -................................
Full length Black Plush Coats, sizes 42 to 49, for stout women, $50; reduced to 30.00
Full length Black Plush Coats, one size 43. one 47, $55; reduced to ...................... 35.00
Suits with Fur Collars, sizes 16, 18 and 36, originally sold for $05 and $75; now 37.50
Taupe Suit with Black Seal Collar, $50; reduced to ....................................................... 30.00
Pekin Blue Suit, size 18, short coat, ripple back, $65; reduced to ......................... 35.00
Pekin Blue Suit, size 38, velour cloth, $15; reduced to ._............................................. 20.00
Oxford Grey Suit, sfte 18, $48; reduced.to ....................................................................... 35.00
20.00
Brown Velour Suit, size 42, $35; reduced to .... ......... -..................................................
25.00
Brown Tinsel-Tone Suit, size 43, $48; reduced to ........... ..................... ........................
20 Suits, Brown, Reindeer, Navy Blue, materials Duvetyn, Gabardine, Poiret
Twill, and Serges, originally sold $65, $59.50 and $55; now ..................................... 35.00
10 Suits, eight navy blue, one brown, one reindeer,, originally sold $35 to $50;
now ................................... .......................... ...............................................y................. .................. 25.00
25.00
5 Oxford Grey Suits, large sizes, 42 to #7, for stout women ...........................................
Black Rubber Rain-Coats for boys and girls, ages 4 to 18 years, originally
4.50
4 sold $7.51 and $6.50; now ................................................ a..................................................
1 ’ Black Rubber Raincoat, size 42, originally $10.50; now . ........ ,...................................
7.50
7.00
1 Misses Black Rubber Raincoat, sizel4, $10; reduced to........................ -.................5 Silk Mohair Raincoats, originally sold $22,50; now ..................................................... 15.00
15.00
5 Double Texture, Rubber Lined, Raincoats, $18.50 and $20; now .......................
5 Suede Coats, for boys and men .......................................................................................... 22.50

3
'1
1
1
1
2
3

An assortment of exhibits that will dazzle the eye

FREE GIFTS DAILY

BABY SHOW
PHILHARMONIC CLUB

HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN CONTEST

SEASON TICKET LIMITED TO 1000
GET YOURS EARLY

YOU KNOW Violets have been scarce
this year; they didn’t like the warm
weather. But now that we have had a
cold snap they are looking up, and our
violet beds are beautiful today. With
nearly three months cut off the front
end, the violet season is going to be
short, so you want to get yours while
you can. The violet is the birthday
flower for February, you remember,
and St, Valentine’s Day demands them
too.
We have cut a hundred yellow Daf
fodils this week and they do look so
bright and springliktl We want you
to enjoy thorn too.

**«•

Chaplain Webber will preach at the
Universallst church Sunday morning,
the church school following at noon.
The choir will sing two selections
from Dudley Buck's arrangement of
the 46th Psalm—"God is our refuge
and strength," quartet, and “Be still
and know that I am God,” soprano
solo and quartet.

First Baptist church, Benjamin P.
Browne, )>astor, residence. 134 Talbot
Avenue, telephone No. 1: Morning
worship at
10.30, "Confidence in
Prayer,” Chorus Choir: evening evan
gelistic service at 7.15, "Fighting The
Good Fight,” chorus choir, song service.
Mrs. Browne will sing.
Sunday
school at 12 noon, C. H. Morey, su
perintendent. Classes for all ages.
Christian B. Y. P. U. at 6.15; leader.
Christol Cameron.
Prayer meeting
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. Strangers, and
visitors are welcome always.

DRESS DEPARTMENT
SECOND FLOOR
$83.00 Beaver Velour Dress, size 36 ....... <......................
$69.50 Navy Trieolette Dress, size 16 ............................
$50.00 Navy Mignonette Dress, size 38 ...........................
$65.00 Navy Mignonette Dreis, size 18 ...........................
$25.00 Navy Serge Dresses, size 18 ..................................
$35.00 Navy and Taupe Jersey Dresses, sizes 36, 38, 40
$29.50 Copen and Taupe Jersey Dresses, sizes 1G and 20 .................................. ...........
$25.00 Taupe Jersey Dress, site 20
$25.00 Elk Jfersey Dress, size 18 ............................
$25.00 Navy Serge Dress, size 14 ............................
$35.00 Navy Serge Dress, size 14 ........................
$45.00 Navy Serge Dress, sample size .„............
$45.00 Navy Serge Dress, size 38 ..........................
$35.00 Black Serge Dress, size 40 ........................
Lot $29.50 Navy Serge Dresses, sizes 40, 44, 46
$25.00 Navy Serge Dresses, sizes 40 and 42 ....
$35.00 Black Velvet Dress, size 18 ........................
$39.50 Black Velvet Dress, size 16 ........................
$39.50 Black Velvet Dress, size 36 ........................

45.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
15.00
19.50
15.00
12.50
12.50
-10.00
15,00
20.00
15.00
15,00
20.00
15.00
22.50
2500
15.00

MIGNONETTE DRESSES

New assortment just received.
Four models, navy, brown and black.
>36.75

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Fuller-Cobb-Davis want to see a bridge built across the Kennebec at Bath,

Today sees the final presentation of
the Jack
Dempsey serial, "Dare
devil Jack." The new serial which
begins Monday and Tuesday is called
"Ruth of ^he Rockies” and is going
big in the large cities.

Writing from the Canal Zone to his
parents in this city Davis T. Condon
tells (low much he enjoys reading
The Courier-GSzette, which they send
him regularly. He would also appre
ciate letters from friends. Mr. Con
don is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
An exceptional opportunity is of Charles Condon, and his address is
fered to those who are interested in U. S. Suh Base, Coco Solo, Panama
Ihe subject of Shorthand. In the Canal Zone.
Knights of Columbus hall next Mon
day, Jan. 31, at 7.30 p. m. Classes
W. D. Mount of Lynchburg, Va.. de
will start, and a thorough modern signer of the Mount kilns, now being
course will be given. This important erected by the Rockland & Rockport
subject will be taught by a teacher Lime Corporation, is in the city for a
at the head of the shorthand depart few daya supervising the work which
ment in Shaw's Business College for has been done.
three years. All who wish to avail
Congratulations are again in order
themselves of this opportunity, should
at the- clerk of courts office today, the
report to the class next Monday.
occasion being the arrival of a charm
It is quite evident from, the extra ing young damsel by the name of
ordinary demand for space that the Barbara Eileene Gridin at the clerk's
Boston
Automobile
Show
which home; 54 Suffolk street.
opens in Mechanics Building March
The members of the Unlversalist
12 is not feeling the effects of busi
ness depression. The "all sold out” Sunday school will embark on a trip
to
Palestine Sunday. Captains will be
sign has been hanging over Manager
Campbell's door for several weeks chosen for the two steamers and the
with hundreds of motor ear and ac sailing will be promptly at 12 o’clock.
cessory manufacturers willing to pay All present and former members, and
any price for a chance to exhibit their any who wish to become members of
wares at the coming show. The au the Unlversalist Sunday school, are
tomobile trade has arrived at the cordially invited to be present.
Conclusion that the business depres
Tlie nucleus of a smelt house col
sion is on the wane and that by Vhe
time that the doors open on the show ony has been established in Lermond’s
the country will be on Its way to Cove. The habitues were no longer
great prosperity. This is indicated by able to dangle their legs from the end
the record breaking demand for ex of the docks and lislh directly from
the water; hence this Invasion.
hibition space.

M. B. & Co. Perry's new coal dis
charging plant was given its first
trj'-out this week, when the company
unloaded 800 tons of anthracite from
the Lehigrf Valley barge 767. The
work occupied only 12 hours, in spite
of the fact that extra precautions
were being taken on account of the
newness of the plant, and-hecause the
temperature was eight degrees below
zero. The New York engineer ‘who
built tile plant was unable to b- here
to demonstrate its workings hut In
his absence Clifford O. Pc y, junior
member of tlie firm, handled the ma
chinery with the skill of an expert
Aurora Lodge will have work on the
Under favorable conditions the plant
will discharge 100 tons an hour Entered Apprentice degree at a spe
Viewed from the street it is a most cial meeting Monday night. All ac
cepted candidates will be at the
Interesting performance
Temple at 7.30 o'clock.
The Congregational ladies hold a
The Big Sale at Morey’s shoe store
•cooked food sale Saturday at 9.30 at
still continues, see adv. on page seven.
Burpee Furniture Co.
13
The big removal sale at Palmer's
Jewelry store opens tqday and con
There will be a meeting of Local
tlnues all next week.
Union No. 1066 C. A- J. of America
next Tuesday evening, Feb. 1, at 7.30
Colonial Restaurant, formerly Lor o’clock. All brothers are requested to
Illgs, 282 Main street, next door to Bos be present. Ojstor stew will be serv
ed. Please bring cake or doughnuts.
ton Shoe Store. Dinner Special 50c.
13-14
2tf

The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Bethel
Mission will hold a rummage sale at
the Y. M. C. A. building next Tuesday
at 2 o'clock.
Three fire alarms in quick succes
sion yesterday afternoon were oc
casioned by grass fires on Holmes
street and Broadway, and by a slight
five over Mullen's candy store.
A
hand chemical was sufficient for the
Mullen fire.
•
G. W. Palmer & Son, Jewelers, who
arc preparing to move soon, have
marked their whole stock at prices
that are attractive.

Rev. Howard A. Y^elch and family
expect to leave for their new home
in
Brewer Feb. 8. On Wednesday
evening of next week, a farewell re
ception will be given them in the Lit
tlefield Memorial vestry.

Interesting plans are in the making
for the Knox-Waldo Music Festival
which Is to be held in the Camden
High School Building May 27. It was
originally Intended to have the con
cert an open air affaii- at Oakland
Park but this plan was finally aban
doned because of the uncertainty of
the weather thus early in the season.

Al. Nebes of Lowell, Mass., who
has added new laurels to his record
as a roller skater since he was here
a year ago, will be the attraction at
the Skating Rink all next week, and
there will be a carnival of racing
during the six nights. Nebes is a
whirlwind. All who saw his wonder
ful work here last winter will admit
that .It is some question, however, if
he has not bitten off more than he
can chew 1A taking on both Frank
Allen and Fred Mealey for a fourmile race next Tuesday night. It is
one thing to beat Allen or Mealey
single-handed, and Nebes can do It
when in top-firm, but it is quite an
other proposition to beat them in a
relay match, when each skater has an
opportunity to "spell” the other.
Tuesday night's rabe will begin at
F.30 and it Will look like old times to
see the crowd on the sidelines when
the fun staits.

.. .»

H. M. Silsby
FLORIST
253 Camden Street
Rockland

»

Pratt Memorial Methodist Episco
pal Church: Rev. J. S. Crossland,
pastor: The revival spirit will be
maintained all day Sunday. In the
morning service at 10.30 special mu
sical features iVill be a part of the
service, and the pastor's subject will
be "The Two Sons." To portray the
many ways by which all classes of
people may get away from God Is the
main idea of this discourse. School
session at noon ifith classes for all
ages. The Epworth League meeting
■will be held at 6.15 p. m. Miss Bur
den Strout has been elected president
and the speaker for Sunday night
will be announced Sunday morning.
Every Sunday night at 6.15
the
League will meet. All young people
especially invited. At 7.15 p. m. the
evehing meeting will open with a
bright song service led by Otho L.
Hatch and the pastor’s theme will be
'What Will Kill the Methodist Re
vival." Everybody invited.
Miss Edith Bickdell will keep on sale
during the year, at her home, 12 Knox
street, unusual gifts, cards for every
occasion and unique place cards.
12tf

C. M. Blake’s Wall Paper Sale
Begins Monday
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
BUNDLE
LOTS OF

0F 'patterns0

Wall Papers
i75cto
M
2.50

These Bundles are worthi $2.50 to $5.00
. .a Bundle—Positively One of the Best’
Values Ever Offered
')

Per Bundle
OATMEAL PAPERS
30
Inchec
Wide
Different
Colors
While They Laet

20c

ROLL

’SAT 75c to $1.00
40c values
20c Reel
60c values
25c Roll

A Remarkable
Value
For All Rooms

40c

ROLL

Papers With Borders Sold as Shown—No Mail Orders

THAT OPEN FIRE
How Many Build It the Way. Charles
Dudley Warner Did?
My fireplace, which is deep, and
nearly three feet wide, has a broad
hearth-stone in .front of it, where the
live coals tumble down, and a pair of
gigantic brass andirons. The brasses
are burnished, and shine cheerfully
in the firelight, and on either sidt
stand tall shovel and tongs, like sen
tries, mounted in brass. The tongs,
like the two-handed sword of Bruce,
cannot be wielded by puny people.
We burn in it hickory wood, cut long.
We like the smell of this aromatic
forest timber, and its clear flame.
The birch is also a sweet wood for the
hearth, with a sort of an even temper
—no snappishness. Some prefer the
elm, which holds fire so well; and 1
have a neighbor who uses nothing but
apple-tree wood—a solid, family sort
of wood, fragrant also and full of
delightful suggestions. But few peo
ple can afford to burn up their fruit
trees.
I should as soon think of
lighting the fire with sweet oil that
comes
in those graceful wickerbound flasks from Naples, or with
manuscript sermons, which, however,
do not burn well, be they never so
dry—not half so well as printed ed
itorials.
Few people know how to make a
wood fire, but everybody thinks he nr
she does. You want, first, a large
hack-log, which does not l-est on and
irons. This will keep your fine for
ward. radiate heat all day, and late In
the evening fall into a ruin of glow
ing coals. Then you want a forestick
on the andirons: and upon these build
ihe fire of lighter stuff. In this way
you have at once a cheerful blaze, and
the fire gradually eats into the solid
mass, sinking down with increasing
fervor; coals drop below, and delicate
tongues of flame sport along thp
beauti^l grain of itho
forestick.
There are people who kindle a fire
underneath. But these arc conceited
people, who are wedded to their own
way... .Besides,
knowledge
works
down easier than it docs up. Educa
tion must proceed from the more en
lightened down to the more ignorant
strata. If you want better common
schools, raise the standard of the col
leges, and so on. Build your fire on
top. Let your light shine...Of course
you can make a fire on the hearth b.v
kindling It. underneath, but that docs
not make it right. I want my hearthfire to be an emblem of the best
things—From "Back-Log
Studies,
by Charles Dudley Warner.

tobcitt

Fills Paper Prints ALL the

njttaareiivi

News ALL the Time.
Its Readers Have Confidence
In the Matter Appearing In Its
Columns. Gain tne Advantage
of This Confidence by Advertising
YoUr Business In IL

Gigantic

Colossal

Mammoth

«•« •

Arthur S. Littlefield has been ap
pointed director for Knox county of
•the State Chamber of Commerce and
Agricultural League. George A. Cow
an of Damariscotta is the Lincoln
county member,
and ex-Governor
Cj..b represents Sagadahoc county.

A moving picture performance will
be given in Park Theatre Sunday even
ing, and the gross receipts will be
I turned over to the Hoover European
Children's Relief Fund. The feature
picture is not only an appropriate
one, but introduces a star who can
pack any theatre on a»y occasion
The title is, “Hawthorne of the U, S.
A.." and the star is Wallace Reid. A
good wholesome comedy and a travel
picture will complete the program. The
admission will be 15 und 20 ceAts with
no war tax. The entire receipts will
go to Europe’s suffering children, and
the patrons will have been given Sun
day evening entertainment that- would
not be possible in any other way. The
performance will begin at 8 p. m.

|

The services at the Gospel Mission
Sunday will be conducted by Dr.
Tweedle at 2.30 in the afternoon.
There will be the regular service at
7.30 in the evening.
* * * •
Littlefield Memorial Church, Rev.
Howard A. Welch, minister: Morning
worship at 10.30: sermon "Preaching
the Word;" Sunday school at 11.45;
Christian Endeavor at 6.15.

wWWr hM-heen negotiating for Spear

I
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STATIONERY

•SbCJALENt^AVfNG
lthc

cownoi-«Azrr,i
MCKUM
MAINE

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 29
Dancing 8 to 12.

Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.

CARS AFTER THE

MARSTON’S
GOOD CROWDS

DANCE

MUSIC
GOOD TIMES

BUILDING MATERIALS
Lower in Price
Watch this Advt. for Reductions

from High Prices of Last Year.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
BORN

RESOLUTIONS

Wherers, . the (fDlvlne Master in His Infinite
wisdom, lias seen lit to cm 11 our loved and re
spected sister Emma Moores to her eternal
home;
Resolved. <Phat in the death of SlstecMoores
Fond-du-La<* Chapter, No. 147, Order of the
Eastern Star, of Washington, not only loses
one of the best, members, but one whose interest
and loyalty never failed, who always attended
the meetings so long ns her health permitted
It can be said of our departed sister -that she
loved our belovet! orilcr, and while we as a
body deeply regret her loss, we> can but feel
our loss is her gain/
“Rhere is no death, tlie sun goes down,
To shine upon some other shore,
And bright in Heaven’s eternal crown
She shines ^forevermore.”
Resolved. That, we extend our sympathy to
her bereaved husband and family; that a copy
ot these resolutions be spread upon our rec
DIED
ords, that a copy be sent to her husband, also
Wallace—Friendship, Jan. 22, Mrs. Cerena A., one sent to The Rockland Courler’HJazette for
widow of Capt. Moses E. Wallace of Friend publication, and that our charter be draped
for thirty days in respect to her memory.
ship. aged 77 years. Burial at Friendship.
Augusta F. Creamer. Nina M Johnston, Wil
Barrett—Norfolk, Va., Jan. 23, Dr A. D.
lard E. Overlock, Connnlttee on Resolutions.
Barrett, native of Rockport, aged 79 years.
Washington, Me . Jan 19, 1921.

Tyler—Lynn, Mass, Jan. 21, to .Mr and
Mrs Hector B. Tyler, formerly of Rockland,
a daughter.
Griffin—Rockland, Jan. 2J. n Mr. and Mrs
Milton M. Griffin, a daughter—Barbara Eileene.
Marsh—Rockland, Jen. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert R. Marsh, a son—'Richard Hartt, weight
10 pounds
>
Brown—Lynn, Mass, Jan. 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney S Brown, of Lynn, (formerly
Florence Burpee). a daughter.
Phllhrook—Owl’s Head, Jan. 28. to Mr and
Mrs. Harold W. Phllhrook, a daughter—weight
12 pounds.
Dennison—Wheeler’s Bay, Jan. 9, to Mr. and
Mrs Percy Dennison, a daughter
Jewett—Liberty, Jan 24, to Mr and Mrs
Laforest Jewett, of Benton, a daughter.
Hall—-Rockland, Jan. 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Victor P. Hall, a son- Robert Cleland.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Whereas, the hand of a Divine Providence
lias removed from our fraternal band our old
est and one of our most respocted brothers.
Lincoln Johnson, be*it
Resolved. That m the death of Brother
Johnson, Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge of Appleton loses one whose example In life we all
could follow and who was iu every way worthy
of our respedt and regard
While we shall
iniss his genial face from among us, we should
think of *h!ni as having completed his life work
here on earth and reached that Parud’se not
made with hands, eternal In the lies vena, and
received that welcome plaudit, “Well done,
good and faithful servant.”
Resolved, That we extend our sincere sym
pathy to the bereaved family, that our charter
be draped in mourning for a period of 30 days,
that a copy of these resoiuthuis be sent to the
fninlly, a copy spread- upon our records and
one sent to Tlie CouPler-Gazetto for publication.
Carrie Cummings. Mabel Mora ng, Helen
Gtishee, Committee on Resolutions t
A Pile ton. Jah 12. 1921

CARD OF TRANKS

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Whereas, the Divine Master in his infinite
wisdom has seen fit to remove from his earthly
sufferings the oldest of our remaining charter
members. Brother George Page, be It
Resolved.
That In the death of Brother
Page Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge of Appleton
Is conscious of a great loss in one who was
an active worker as long as his health per
mitted. hut we could not wish him to linger
longer In his earthly sufferings, as he has
surely reached that land,
Where tired feet with sandals loosed may rest.
Where we shall clearly know and understand.
And we shall surely say, “God knows the best.”
Resolved, That we extend our deepest sym
pathy to the bereaved (laughter, that our
charter be draped for a period of 30 days,
that a copy of these resolutions be placed on
our records, a copy sen-t. to the daughter and
am sent to The Courier-'Gszette for publication.
•Carrie Cummings, Mabel Morang. Helen
i Gushee. Commltteo on Resolutions.
Appleton. Jan. 12, 1921.

We wish'to thank all those who so kindly
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
helped us during the illness, and after the
death, of our dear mother; especially Mrs. carries the home news of JCnox county
Jessie Lash and other members of the Advent
to every State In the Union and to
thurdh.
Alvando 8. Wallace, Ellsworth n. Wallace.
many foreign lands.
Monhegan, Jan. 27

s
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Every-Other-Day

N. C. 0 Is genuine or a screen-to hide side—oh, yotv, them eyes! I must lie “I've 'only signed the liiiul-owners up
tlie operations of tlie Trinidad Red introduced to her."
on an agreement to give or sell me a
wood Timber company.”
“Love nt first sight, eli. Buck?"
“It might," said Shirley, with one of
“I don't know what it is, hut It's
those sudden flashes of Intuition pe nice. Who is she?"
IT
culiar to women, “be a screen to hid*
"She's Moira McTavish, am) you’re
the operations of Bryce Cardigan not to make love to her. Understand?
Now that lie knows you aren't going I can't have you snooping around this
to renew his hauling contract, he may office after to-day."
li^ve decided Io build his own logging
Mr. Ogilvy’s eyes popped with Interest,
rail rand."
“Oh." lie breathed. "You have an eye
After a pause tlie Colohel made to the main chance youself, have you?
answer; "No. f have no fear of that. Have you proposed to tiie lady a*
It would cost five hundred thousand yet ?" »
Jr.eeo-.q
dollars to build that twelve-mile line
“No. you Idiot.”
and bridge Mad river, aud the Cardi
"Then i'll match you for her—or
gans haven't got that amount of rather for the clmnce to propose first."
money. What’s more, they can't get
“Nothing doing. Buck. Spare your
It."
self these agonizing suspicions. The
“But suppose," she persisted, "that fact of the matter is that you give me
CWZW
the real builder of the road should a wonderful inspiration. I've always
prove to,he Bryce Cardigan, after all been afraid Moira would fall in love
COPV72IGHT, BY' PETER JB.KYNE
What would you do?"
with some ordinary fellow around
Colonel Pennington's eyes twinkled Sequoia—propinquity, you know------",
Bryce ’CnrdTgan,* she flared nf hhn
“I greatly fear, my dear, -I shouli
"You het. Propinquity's the stuff
SYNOPSIS.
“You make me unutterably weary.”
make a noise like something doing. I'll stick around.”
“I’m sorry,” he answered, “but just Aud as for Bryce Cardgan—well, that
CHAPTER I.—Pioneer In the California
ami I've been on tlie lookout Tor
redwood region, John Cardigan, at forty- | at.present 1 am forced to subject you
young mnn would certainly know lie'll n tine man to marry her off lo Site's
•even, is the leading citizen of Sequoia, j to the strain. Say a year from now.
owner of mills, ships, and many acres of •
loo wouift-iTul for you. Buck. Inn in
been through a fight."
timber, a widower after three years ot I when things are different with me.
"I wonder if he'll fighl to Ihe Iasi, time you might learn to live up to
married life,' and father of two-day-old
r
strive not to offend."
her."
Bryce Cardigan.
"I'll not lie here a year from now.” Uncle Seth."
"Duck! I'm liable to kiss you."
“
Why,
I
believe
he
will,"
Pennington
CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes | she warned him.
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a vis- i
"Don't he too precipitate. Her fat Iter
He bowed. "Then I'll go wherever replied soberly.
ltor to Sequoia, and his junior by a f«,w !
used to he our woodslioss. 1 fired “Two of the Five Councilm.cn Arc for
“I'd love to see you beat him."
years. Together thoy visit the Valley of I you are—nnd bring you back."
And
Sale.”
“Shirley! Why- my dear, you're him for boozing."
487
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and
his son as the burial place of Bryce’s i with a mocking little grin, he lifiet
growing
ferocious."
Her
uncle's
tones
"I
wouldn't
care
two
hoots
if
her
mother, and part with mutual regret.
Ids lint and passed on.
rig/it <if way nt the stipulated figures
wert: laden with banter, but his counte dad was old Nick himself. liii'guiiig
•
•
• . •
•
•
•
any time within one year from dale.
CHAPTER Ill.-Whi’e Bryce is at col- |
nance could not conceal tli^ pleasure to marry her—If she'll lave me. All
Foi.
Seth
Pennington
was
anion,
lege John Cardigan meets with heavy i
Will tlie city council grant yon a
her last remark had given him.
the glorious creatine!" He waved his
business losses and for the first time views j those v, bo. skeptical at first and Infranchise to enter Hie city and jump
the future with uncertainty.
Shirley
thrust
out
her
adorable
chin
long
arms
despairingly.
“
O
l.onl.
semi
rlined to ridicule the project Into an
Peimingtob's tracks?"
aggressively.
“Sick 'em, Tige!" she me a dure for freckles. I'.ryce, you'll
CHAPTER IV.—After graduation from ' early grave, eventually found himself
“I’m sure I don't know. Buck. You'll
college, and a trip abroad, Bryce Cardi
answered. "Shake 'em up, boy!"
speak a kind word for me. won't you —
gan comes home. On the train he meets
swayed by Ihe publicity nnd gradually
havF to ask •Ibenr— squiwl them out N
“You bet I’ll shake 'ein up,” the sort of boom my stock, eh? Be a
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to
coerced Into seriott* consideration of
Tlie council meet' Saturday mcrieng
make her home there with her uncle.
Colonel declared joyously. He paused good fellow."
USEFUL TO
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his 1 the results attendant upon the build
“They'll meet till, evening to He
with a morsel of food on his fork and
father’s eyesight has failed and that Col. ,
"Certainly. Now come down to earth
private dining room of the lintel
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of • ing of the road. The Colonel was waved the fork ot her aggressively.
and render u report on your steward
TRADE AND COMMERCE
the old man's business misfortunes.
naturally ns suspicious as a rattle
Sequoia, if I can nr range II.'' Buck
“Yon stimulate me Into activity. Shir ship."
3’ ■ ;
snake
in
August;
hence
lie
had
no
Ogilvy declared PtiiphatienOy. “I'm
CHAPTER V.-In the Valley of the
ley. My mind has been singularly dull
III try. To begin. I’ve secured
Giants young Cardigan finds a tree felied
sooner emerged from the ranks of tlie
going
to
have
them
all
up
for
dinner
of'late; I have worried unnecessarily, rights of way. nt a total cost of twelve
directly across his mother’s grave. Indi
frank scoffers than ’his alert mind
|1J The Rockland National Bank has always been
I know
cations are that 1t w’as cut down to secure
hut now that I know that you are with thousand, one liutnlred nnd three dot- and talk the matter over.
the burl, and evidence seems to show that
framed tiie question:
the
breed
from
cover
to
cover.
Fol

Ex-,1
•
’ i •
me.
I
nm
Inspired.
I'll
tell
you
how
Pennington and his woods-boss. Jules
lars and nine vents, from the city
“How is this new road—improbable
useful to trade and commerce, and it constantRondeau, are implicated In the outrage.
we'll fix this new railroad, if it exhibits limits of Sequoia to tlie soutl.i-rn lioun lowing a pn limfnary conference. I ll
ns I know it to be—going to affect the signs of being dangerous." Again he
let yon know whether you're going to
dary of your titnher in Township nine
CHAPTER VI.-Dining with Col. Pen
ly seeks to make its service more useful.
Interests of the I.aguna Grande Lum
nington and his niece, Bryce finds the
smote the table. “We'll sew 'em up I’ve got my litft surveyed, pud so fai get that franchise without difficulty or,
room paneled with redwood burl, confirm
her company. If the unexpected should tighter than a new buttonhole.”
whether soi.ieliody's Itchy pttlm will
I . 5 ’ f j f!
as tlie building of the road is concern
ing his suspicions of Pennington’s guilt
In a diplomatic way, unperceived by Shir
“Po tell me how,” she pleaded ed. I know exactly whet I'm going to have to lie crossed with silver first. By
4%
Interest
Paid
on
Savings
Accounts
ley, the two men declare war.
tlie wav. what do you know about
eagerly.
do. and how and when I'm going to
CHAPTER VII —Pennington refuses to
“
I'll
block
them
od their franchise tn do It, once 1 get my material on the your Righted nlii city council, attyrenew his logging contract with the Cardi
W il y ?'
run over the city streets of Sequoia." ground.
gans. believing his action means bank
ruptcy for the latter. Bryce forces Ron
‘Two of tlie five couiicilmen are for
"How?"
1
have
au
option
of
a
rattling
good
Rockland. Maine
deau to confess Tie felled the tree in the
“By making the mayor and the city second-hand locomotive down at tin sa'e; two are honest liiep—and one
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington’s or
der. After punishing the man. Bryce
^dl!lllllllllilliHlli!!:': 1 MEb/BER_ FEDERAL -RESERVE SjfrfEMjjb^y
council see things my way," he answer Santa Fe shops, and tlie Hawkins A is an uncertain qurotlty. The mayor
hurls him at Col. Pennington, who, with
ed dryly. "Furthermore, in order to Barnes Construction company has off r is a politician. I've known tlieni all
Shirley, had witnessed the fight. Penning
ton is humiliated, and the girl, indignant,
euter Sequoia, the N. C. O. will hpve ed me a steam shovel. half a dozen sipee boyhood, and if I dared come
orders Bryce* to leave her and forget their
to cross the tracks* of the Laguna flat-cars, nnd a lot of fresnos and out in tlie oppn. I think Hint even the
friendship. He leaves, but refuses to ac
cept dismissal.
Grande Lumber company’s line on scrapers at ruinous prices.
We cat cranks have sentiment enough for
I. L. SNOW CO.
CHAPTER VIII.—Returning to Sequoia,
Water street—make a jump-crossing— buy or rent teams from local citizen' what the Cardigans stand for in this
the train on which Shirley, her uncle, and
\X
e
are
equipped
to make STEAM and GASO
county
to
decline
to
hold
me
up.
”
nnd I'll enjoin them and hold them up and get half of oue labor, locally. And"
Bryce are traveling, breaks away fronr
"Then why not come out in tlie
the locomotive, and Bryce, who could have
in the courts till the cows come home." as soon as you tell me how I'm tn get
LINE
ENGINE
REPAIRS,
both marine and stationary.
escaped, at the risk of his life cuts out
“Uncle Seth, you're a wizard."
my material aslmre.and out on the Job open and save trouble and expense?"
the caboose and saves them from certain
Build
and
repair
Boilers.
Tanks
and Smokestacks. Oxy-'
“I am not ready to have a lot of
death, being painfully injured in doing so.
“Well, at least I'm no slouch at look I'll order It and get busy.”
acetelene Welding and Electric Welding.
,. ,
'f
ing after mv own Interests—nnd yours.
“That'S exactly where tiie shoe be notes called on me," Bryce renlied
CHAPTER IX.—Moira McTavish, ehiluShirley.
In the midst of peace we gins to pinch. Pennington's main-tine dryly. “Neither nin I desirous o' 'lav
hood friend of Bryfe and employed in his
We have a large stock of Steam Fittings, Pipe and
office, makes Shirley's acquaintance and
should he prepared for war. You've tracks enter the city along Water ing the l.agtina Grande 1.umber com
the two become friends. Needing money
Boiler Plates.
met Mayor i'oundstone and his lady, street, with one spur into his log-dump pany start a riot in the redwood hmi
badly. John Cardigan offers to sell Pen
nington the Valley of the Giants, but the
la*r market hy cutting prices to a
haven't you?"
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS
and
another
out
on
llis
mill
dock
Colonel, confident the property must soon
“I had ten at her house last week.” From tlie matt-I bites, tracks we also point where I would littve to sell ni>
be his through the bankruptcy of his
enemies, contemptuously refuses
Un
I. L. SNOW CO.
“Good news. Suppose you Invite have built a •$ttr .thtfqilgll our drying lumber nt a loss in order to get hold
known to her uncle. Shirley buys tlie
her and- Poundstone here for dinner yard nut to wiir. lo>«duiitp and * a of n little ready m-Ttey. I tell you.
Valley and thd' Cardigans have a new
Rockland, Maine.
>.'4?,
i t: ..
lease of business life. They interest capi
some night this week. Just a qilier switch-line ouWto <jyr mill-dock. t\’e the man lin< tne tinder his’thunih. and
tal and decide on a scheme to parallel
little family dinner, Shirley, nnd after can unload our « fticotnotive. steam tlie only way I can escape is to slip
Pennington’s logging railroad.
•
dinner you can take Mrs. Poundstone shovel, and fiat-cars on ottr own out when he isn’t looking."
CHAPTER X—Continued
upstairs, on some pretext or other wharf, lint unless Pennington gives
“Hum-m-tn ! Slimy old beggar. isn't
while I sound Poundstone out on his us permission to use his mnin-litie he? I dare say he wouldn'J hesitate
On tlie next steamer a surveying
attitude toward the N. C. O.”
party with complete camping equip
tracks out to if point beyond tin- city to liny tlie city council to block you.
She nodded. “I shall attend to the limits—where a Y will letil off to would he?"
ment arrived In Sequoia, purchased a
matter. Uncle Seth."
"I know -lie'll lie and steal. I dare
wagon and two horses, piled their dun
where the point of construction be
Five minutes after dinner was over. gins—we're tip a stump."
nage into the wagon, and disappeared
say he'd corrupt a public official." ,
up-country. Hard on their heels came “I’ll ♦lot Be Here a Year From Now,” Shirley joined her uncle in the library
Buck Ogilvy rose and stretched him
“Suppose lie, refuses. Bryce, What
nnd announced that His Honor the then?"
She Warned Him.
Mr. Buck Ogilvy, and oecupied Hie
self. “I've got -mv work rift.out for
*
Mayor, nnd Mrs. Poundstone, would be
bridal suite in tlie Hotel Sequoia, ar
“Why, well simply hove to enter me. haven't 1?" lie declaredjwilb a
and those bunco-steerers delighted m dine with them on the
lodgements for which had previously happen
tlie city down Front street, paralleling yawn. “However, it'll he a fight worth
should
actually
build
a
road
(rom
following Thursday night
been made by wire. In the silling room
Pennington's tracks on Water street, while,- and that at least will make it
of (he suite Mr. Ogilvy installed a new Sequoia to Grant’s Pass, Ore., and
turning down R street, make a jump- interestitfg. Well?”
CHAPTER XII
desk, a tiliDg cabinet, and a brisk thus comtruct a feeder to a trans
Bryce pressed tiie buzzer on his
crossing of I’enoliigton’s line on Water
continental
line?"
young male secretary.
street, and connecting witli the spur desk, ami a moment later Moira en
Five
minutes
of
serious
reflection
To return to Bryce Cardigan:
He had been In town less than an
tered. “Permit me, Moira, to present
into our yard." .
•
Havlne eoinploted Ills preliminary
hour when tlie editor of the Sequoia sufficed to bring the Colonel to the
“See here, my ■ son,” Buck said Mr. Ogilvy. Mr. Qgllvy. Miss McTnvSentinel sent up his card. The an verge of panic, notwithstanding the plans to build the N. C. O.. Bryce had solemnly, "is this your first adventure Ish.” Tlie Introduction having been
nouncement of the incorporation of fact tliat he was ashamed of himself returned to Sequoia, prepared to sit in railroad building?"
acknowledged bv both parties, Bryce
the California Outrage (for so had Mr. for yielding to fright despite his firm quietly on the side lines nnd watch
continued: Mr. Ogilvy will have fre
Bryce nodded.
Ogilvy, in huge enjoyment of tlie belief that there was no reason why his peppery henchman Ogilvy go into
“I thought so; otherwise yoji quent need to interview tne at this of
misery he was about to create, dubbed he should be frightened. Similar con action
wouldn't talk so confidently of run fice. Moira, hut it Is our joint desire
tlie road) had previously been flashed siderations occur to a small boy who
Ogilvy's return to Sequoia following ning your line over city streets and that his visits here shall remain a
to the Sentinel by the United Press is walking home in the dark past a his Three-weeks tour in search of rights making jump-crossings on your com profound secret to everybody with the
association, as a local feature story, ceAetery.
of way for the N. C. O. was heralded petitor's road, if your competitor re exception of ourselves. To that end
Tiie vital aspects of his predica hy a visit from him to Bryce Cardigan
and already speculation was rife iu
why some of their tea and
gards you as a-menace to his pocket he will hereafter call at night, when
Sequoia as to the identity of,the hare ment dawned on the Colonel oue night at the latter’a office. As he breasted
book, lie can give you a nice little run this portion of tlie town is absolutely
xie •
brained individuals who dared to back nt dinner, midway between tlie soup tire counter in the general office, Moira
coffee trade switched to
for your money and delay you indefi deserted. You have an extra key to
• -;r.(*m
an enterprise ns nebulous as the mil- and the fish. So forcibly did they oc McTavish left her desk and came over
nitely."
the office. Moira. I wish you would
lenium. Mr. Ogilvy was expecting the cur to him. in fact, that for the nonce to see what the visitor desired.
“I realize thtot. Buck. -That's why give it to Mr. Ogilvy.”
visit—In fact, impatiently awaiting it; he forgot that his niece was seated
“I should like to see Mr. Bryce , I'm not ap|iearing iu tills railroad deal
r cf
Moira inclined Iter dark head and
and since tlie easiest thing he did opposite him.
Cardigan," Buck began in crisp bus at all. If 1’unningtvu suspected I wsts withdrew. Mr. Buck Ogilvy, groaned.
ni was to speak for publication, natural
"Confound them," the Colonel mur inesslike accents. He was fumbling
Hany
of
them
understand
ndw
back of It, held fight me before lire “God speed the day when you can
ly the editor of tlie Sentinel got a mured distinctly, “I must look into in his card-cpse and did not look up
city cmihrtl and -move heaven mid cotne out from under and I'll he per
story which, to that individual's sim this immediately."
until about to hand his card to Moira— earth lo keep me out of a franchise mitted to etili during office hours," lie
ple soul, seemed to warrant a sevenThey use Postum in their own
“Look Into wluit, uncle dear?" Shir when his mouth flew half open, the
to use tl e city streets ind cross his murmured. He picked up ills hat nnd
column bead—which it received, iu ley asked innocently.
•
while he stared at her with consum line. Of course, since his main line withdrew, via the general office. Half
families and find a big gain in
iDit
glowing terms he spoke of the billions
“Tills new railroad that man Ogilvy mate frankness. The girl's glance met runs on city property,, under a fran
an hour later. Bryce looked out and
of tons of timber-products to he haul talks of building—which means, Shir
health,
and
some
economy,
Ills momentarily, then was lowered chise granted by the city, the city has saw him draped over the counter, en
ed out of this wonderfully fertile and ley, that willi Sequoia as his starting
•1*1 no loss in
•
. - TLv •.(-Ilf
modestly; she took the card and car a perfect rl^lit to grant me the pri'vi. gaged in animated conversation witli
with
satisfaction
little-known country, and confidently point, lie is going to build a hundred
ried it to Bryce.
i
lege
of
making
a
Jump-crossing
of
Ills
Moira
McTavish.
Before
Ogilvy
left,
predicted for the county a future com and fifty miles north to connect witli
“Hum-in-m!" Bryce grunted. "That liue------ "
he had managed to impress Moira with
mercial supremacy that would be sim ihe main line of the Southern Pacificfor
noisy fellow' Ogilvy, eh?” ,
“Will they tiff If? That's the prob a sense of the unmitigated horror of
ply staggering to contemplate.
in Oregon."
“His clothes are simply wonderful— lem. If they will not. you're licked, being a stranger in a strange town,
When Colonel Seth Pennington read
"But wouldn’t that be the finest and So is his voire. He's very refined. my son, and I'm out of a job."
forced to sit around hotel lobbies witli
this outburst he smiled. “That’s a thing that could possibly happen tn
But lie's carroty red and has freckled
Bryce hung his head thoughtfully. drummers and other lost souls, nnd.
Made ty ftistum Cereal Co.,Inc, Battle Creek,Mich.
bright scheme on the* part of that Humboldt county?" slie demanded of
hands, Mr. Bryce."
“I've been too cocksure,” lie muttered drew from Moira the assurance that
Trinidad Redwood Timber company
him.
Bryce rose and sauntered Into the presently. “I shouldn't have spent it. wasn't more distressing tlian to have
gang to start a railroad excitement and
“Undoubtedly It would—to Hum general office.
that twelve thousacC Car rights of way to sit around a hoarding-house night
unload their white elephant," he de
boldt county; but to tiie Laguna
“Mr. Bryce Cardigan?" Buck queried. until I had settled ft* Jiatler of the after niglit watching old women tat
clared.
Grande Lumber company,in which you
“At your service. Mr. Ogilvy. I'lease franchise.”
and tat lie.
When Bryce Cardigan read it, he
have something more than a sentimen come in."
“Oh, I didn't buy any rights of way
This was the opening BufJr Ogilvy
laughed. Tlie interview was so like
tal Interest, my dear, it would be a
“Thank you so much, sir.” He fol —yet,” Ogilvy hastened to assure him. had sparred for. Fixing Moira, with,
Buck Ogilvy! In the morning the lat
blow. A large part of the estate left lowed Bryce to tlie hitter's private
Ids bright blue eyes, l.e grinned holdfy,
ter’s automobile was brought up from
I
by your father is invested in Laguna- office, closed the door carefully behind
and said : “Suppose.'Miss McTavish.
the steamship dock? and accompanied
Grande stock, and as you know, nil of him. and stood with hia broad back
we start a league for the dispersion nf
by bis secretary, Mr. Ogilvy disappear
my efforts are devoted to appreciating against it.
ed into the north following the bright
gloom. You he the president, and I'll
that stock and to fighting against any
"Buck, are you losing your mind?"
new stakes of his surveying gang, and
be the financial secretary.”
for
thing that has a tendency to depreciate Bryce demanded.
for three weeks was seen no more.
“How wftuld the league operate?"
ronru
ddhdc
It.”
“Losing it? I should say not. I've
Wlion mother was a little girl, FIER mother always kept this
On a day when Bryce’s mind hap
Moira derrlnfided cautiously.
Carefully he dissected a sand-dab just lost It."
i-ame *'L. F. Atwood" remedy in the house, for it was then
pened to he occupied witli thoughts of
"Well,
it
might
begin
hy
giving
a
in general use, just as it is today. And everybody knew it
nnd removed tlie backbone. "I'd give
“I believe you. If you were quite
Shirley Sumner, he bumped Into her
dinner
to
all
the
members,
followed
was pure and 6afe to take for those frequent attacks of indi
a ripe peach to learn the Identity of sane, you wouldn’t nm tlie risk of be
on the main street of Sequoia, and to
hy a little motor-trip into the country
gestion which eauso biliousness, with headache or loss of
the scheming buttinsky who bought ing seen entering iny office,”
her great relief but profound surprise,
appetite
and energy.
.
next Saturday afternoon,” Buck sug
old Cardigan’s Valley of the Giants."
“Tut-tut, old dear! None of that I
lie paused in bis tracks, lifted his hat.
A
teaspoon
dose
at
bedtime
or
an
hoti»
before breakfast will
gested.
"ilie said presently “I’ll be hanged if Am I not the mainspring of the North
smiled, and opened his mouth to say
relieve the bowels aud tone tlie stomach and liver so tliat
Moira's Madonna glance appraised
that doesn’t complicate matters a ern California Oregon rnllroad nnd
strength, energy, and cheerfulness rgtnrn. Sixty dose bottle,
something—thought better of It, little."
hltn steadily.
“I haven’t known you
‘
privileged to run the destinies of that
5t> cents, everywhere. “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
changed his mind, and continued on
very
long,
Mr.
Ogilvy,
”
she
reminded
“You should have bought It when soulless corporation as I see fit?” He
• about his business. As Shirley pass
him..
the opportunity offered," she reminded sat down, crossed his long legs, and
ed him, she looked him squarely in the
(To bo continued—Began Dec. 28. Back
him.
jerked
a
speckled
thumb
toward
the
face, and in her glance there was nelennies can he supplied.)
“I dare say,” he admitted lightly. outer office. "I was sane when I (fame
ilier coldness nor malice.
Bryce felt himself afire from heels “However, 1 didn’t and now I’m going in_here. but_tb^ eyes of Jhe_ girl out
to hair one instant, and cold and clam to lie punished for it, my dear; so
“Cold In the Head**
my the next, for Shirley spoke to him. don’t roast me any more. By the way,
EDISOfi DIAMOND AMBEROLA
that speckled hoKair fellow Ogilvy, is an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh.
“Good morning, Mr. Cardigan.”
W. H. 6LENDENNIN6, Proprlrtw
Those subject to frequent “colds in the
who
is
promoting
the
Northern
Cali

He paused, turned, and approached
PHONOGRAPH and RECORDS
head’’ will find that the use of HALL’S
—Manufacturers ot—
fornia
&
Oregon
railroad,
Is
hack
in
CATARRH MEDICINE will build up the
her. “Good morning, Shirley,” he re
town again. I think I'll wireHhe San System, cleanse the Blood and render
All kinds of 1 a'king
CEMETERY
WORK
plied. “How have you been?”
them less liable to colds. Repeated at
C A BRIGGS COMPANY
—And Dealers In—
Machines Repaired
“I might have been dead, for all Francisco office to look him up in tacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to
CAMBRID&f..
MASS
_____
Catarrh.
.
the Interest you took in me," she re Dun's and Bradstreet's. I'd sleep a Chronic
Native and Scotch Granite,
MUSICIANS' SUPPLIES
HALL’S CATARRIJ
MEDICINE Is
plied sharply. “As matters stand, I'm whole lot more soundly to-night if I taken internally and acts through the
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Violins
Made
and
Repaired
Blood
on
the
Mucous
Surfaces
of
the
Sys

exceedingly well—thank you. By the knew the answer to two very important tem. thus reducing the inflammation and
Those small ads in The CourierF WFLT 3fi2 MAIN 8T,
questions.
•
nt
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UPSTAIRS
restoring
normal
conditions.
way, afe yon still belligerent?”
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He nodded. "I have to be.”
think yon'rc a great big grouch,
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Th* Reapportionment Question

Crowder's Mission to Cuba

After a stormy session and several
hours debate, the House of Represen
tatives, on the' 19th of January, voted
to retain its present membership of
435 Instead of increasing the number
to 483, as proposed by the Census
Committee. The limit to 483, proposed
by<the Committee, would have made
it possible to distribute the members
so that no-State would have less than
its present representation. This con
sideration, however, was overborne by
the fact that the number of members
is already too large and to add 48 new
mombers would make It unwleldly.
The new ratio of representation is
243,267 persons to a representative in
stead of 218,979, as at present.
* • * •

General Crowder's mission to Cuba,
undertaken for the purpose of helping
in straightening out the complications
following the elections of last Novemher, seems to be likely to accomplish
satisfactory results. The attitude of
President Menocal, whose term does
not expire until May, is friendly; ar
rangements are being made tor special
by-elections in the contested districts
at an early date; and tne courts are
reported to he working night and day
sifting the evidence in contested cases,
so as to reach decision in season to
have appeals heard before the Su
preme Court. General Crowder was
specially adapted for this work of ad
justing Cuban disputes, for it was he
who framed the laws under which
Cuban elections are held.

How the Reappointment Worke

Under the reapportionment, eleven
States will lose members and eight
States will gain them. Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Hisaisslppl, Nebraska, Rhode Island,
and. Vermont will each lose one mem
ber.'and Missouri will lose two. Con
necticut, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Texas and Washington will gain one
Representative each, Michigan and
Ohio two each, and California three.
Most of the debate was on the. pro
position, sponsored by Representative
Tlhkham of Massachusetts, to cut the
Southern representation on the ground
that suffrage rights were denied to
iMvroes through educational clauses
• uid-jgU»er qualifications and tha.t repre
sentation should be reduced, proportinnatHr; but Representative Camp
bell of Kansas, who presided, ruled
fhai-the Tinkham amendment was not
germane.
t
’

* * * *

•
r
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Every-Other-Day

The Amount of Unemployment

The statistics of unemployment in
the! T'riitW States, just given out by
tlie Federal Department of Labor,
should be enough in themselves to
check any “flood" of immigration. The
figures show that the number of per
son^ employed in industry on the 1st
of -January,' - 1921, was 3,473,466 less
than a year ago.. This is au appalling
total. The figures are for the me
chanical industries only. Michigan led
the States in proportional reduction
with 82 per cent and Ohio and Indiana
came next with a Yeduetion of 50 per
cent, Illinois next with a reduction of
44' f»er cefit, Connecticut with 43 per
cent, Massachusetts with 38 per cent,
WlE'cinisin 32 per cent. New York 28
k per cent, and New Jersey 22 per cent.
’ The laxgest percentage of reduction in
spCclUtr'ItidUstrics—69 per cent,—oc
curred in the automobile and acces
sory industry, and explains why
Michigan leads the States in percent
age' of unemployment.
.
.one
Th* House Insist* on Free Seeds

When the Agricultural Appropriation
bill came before the House on the 24th
of January, that body found itself incapable of pursuing the course of selfdental marked out for it by the sub,committee in its refusal to include the
item providing for the free distribution
of seeds, and the item went back on
the motion of Representative I-angley
of Kentucky, in spite of Representa
tive Blanton's characterization of the
ancient practice as "graft.” The ap
propriation, as it stands, is for $360,000
which ia $120,000 more than was ap
propriated for this purpose a year ago.
It remains to he seen whether any at
tempt will be made in the t>pnate to
eUujjriMe.it.

• » • ■

Where To Check Immigration
Anthony Caminetti, commissionergeneral of .immigration, testifying be
fore the Senate Immigration Commit
tee on the 25th of January, strongly
urged the wisdom of checking immi
gration at its source, rather than to
allow millions of aliens to break up
their homes and come to this coun
try with high hopes, only to be turned
back, many of them, as "undesirables."
Mr. Caminetti has just returned from
a visit to Great Britain, France, Italy,
Belgium, Holland, Czechoslovakia, Po
land and Jugoslavia, and found every
where among officials a willingness to
assist American diplomatic and con
sular officers in carrying out the sift
ing process. He found also a genera]
Impression among the people that the
I nited States wants the immigrants
and is encouraging them to come.
/
• • • •
Regulating the Meat Packer*

The Senate, Jan. 24, passed the bill
creating the Federal Livestock Com
mission, the purpose of which is to
regulate the meat packing industry.
The bill was passed hy the unexpect
edly large ^vete of 46 to 33.
Partylines were' ignored in the vote—28
Democrats and 18 Republicans voting
for it, and 23 Republicans and 10 Dem
ocrats against it. Senators Lodge and
Underwood, Republican and Demo
cratic floor leaders, voted against it.
The hill was carried by a combination
of Southern and Western Senators,
representing States where, the feeling
against the alleged monopoly of the
meat-packers is especially keen be
cause of the extent to which it is
charged with reaching out and con
trolling many subsidiary and affiliated
industries.
• ♦ • •

The Supreme Council in Session
The Supreme Council of the Allied
Power* met in Paris on the 24th of
January, representatives of Great
Britain, France, Italy, Belgium and
Japan being in attendance. It was
expected that the question of German
disarmament and reparations would
be the first to be taken up. Instead
of that, the Austrian situation, the
Eastern question, Greece and the
Treaty of Sevres were given preced
ence. The situation in Austria, where
the Government has declared itself
utterly unable to cope with its difficul
ties, and there is a growing demand
for.union with Germany, is desperate.
Malty persons are reported dying from
starvation in Vienna, and the value of
the crown has fallen so low that a fac
tory worker earning 100,000 crowns a
year is not able to buy enough food
and clothing for his family.

HARRIET BIRD WENTWORTH

BUTLER AMES INJURED

The sudden deatli of Harriet Bird
Wentworth, Jan. 2, In Oakland. Cttliforitia, came as a great shock to relatiyefc- and friends. She had apparently
been' in her usual health until Christ
mas Day, when she was taken ili, living
only a week.
She wajs born in Rockland. March 12,
184!^,».daughter of the late Capt. Han
son G. Bird; und Mary Maivtna Ulmer.
Her, childhood days were spent largely
in ttayeliing upon the seas with her
ntoth>r' and father. At tlib age of 16
she ^returned to Rockland, and com
pleted the four-year course In the High
School. After teaching one year, she
went to the’Ojai Valley, ’ California,
where Ih 1877 "she was married to
Charles Albert Wentworth of Sear3mortt. They returned to Rockland,
whdre six children were born, five of
whom survive.
In 1907 they, removed to California
W'hqre the iueband died in 1908. From
1908 to 1911 Mrs’ Wentworth made her
home in Oakland with her daughter
Abbie (Mrs, D. W. Ramsell); from 1911
to 1915 she lived in Los Angeles with
her daughter* Malvina and Alzira.
Since the marriage of the latter In 1915
to Dr. Claus Sandwall. of Boston^ she
and. her daughter Malvina have mude
their home together in Los Angeles.
She, was a former member of the Con
gregational chureh and the Metliebesec
Club of Rockland, and an active mem
ber of the Congregational church, the
Red, Cross and the,Woman's City Club
of tos Angeles.
She leaves 'a sister, Isabel Bird Bur
pee. of Rockland; five children. Alible
Bird (Mrs. D. W. Ramsell) of 1726
Ninth tsvesue, Oaklund, Calif., Mary
Malvlnff? of'Hflllywood High School,
Los Angeles. Alzira Crie (Mrs. Claus
Sandwall). 636 Commonwealth avenue,
Boston, Sidney felid, U. S. 8. Fuller,
and Clarissa Bird (Mis. L. C. Turner),
104 Morning Street, Portland, Me., and
one 0*ndelil1d. Margaret Elizabeth
Ramsell of Oakland. Her whole life
tvaa spe*t in unceasing, devoted ser
vice w her family. With remarkable
coundjb.she always met the burdens of
life, iutjl she i«as’left to her children a
prlcclesajteiitage of patience, fortitude,
and Iqving self-sacrifice.

Gen. Butler Ames, former congress
man and for a time head of the Massa
chusetts state guard, was severely in
jured in un automobile accident in Wo
burn, Tuesday. Mrs. Ames, and the
Other occupants of the car suffered only
minor cuts and bruises.
The party
was bound from Ixiwell to Boston with
Mrs. Kennard, the owner of the auto
mobile. driving. On the turn into Lake
avenue from Arlington road the car
cut across the corner, climbed the side
walk and struck a pole which stopped
it on the edg^of a deep gravel pit. The
Car was wrecked.

sffiSPT. FENGAR DEAD.

News ,fias been received of Ihe
death ip Jacksonville, \Fla., Jan. 21, ol
Capt. ,TTm$V1cs C. Fengar. the oldest
retired Coast Guard captain In the
country .Capt. Fengar was a native
of New Minden, Conn., at which place
the" erthkt Guard training school has
been'Ri^rtted for a long time. He was
more than 45 years in the service and
had at different times been in com
mand ot cutters operating along the
Maine coast He was at one time in
command of the famous old cutter
Woodbury. which frequently came to
Rockland and had many old time
friends here who were deeply shocked
fo Icaim of his death.

;, Keep This Remedy
At the first symptom of a cough or
•cold, breathe Hyomei. The best peo
ple always have it In the house. and
a coM before it gets deepseatel
^SoM hr Kittredge Pharmacy.

FRIENDSHIP
Fret} Young of Monhegan is at C.
J. Bradford's for an indefinite stay.
Westley Wincapaw of Glenmere is
canvassing in town and consequently
calling on old friends.
Mrs. Ellen Delano, who has been
visiting Mrs. Mary Cook for two weeks,
returned home Saturday.
Harland and Charles Wallace have
sold their boat, the Crest, to Wilbur
Morse.
Mra. Albert Cook remains seriously
111.
Mrs. May Stanley is at home for
the remainder of the winter, after
spending several weeks at Southwest
Harbor.
Mrs. Genie (Clark) Cooper of Togus
is v{8iting her parents, Elder and Mrs,
Samuel Clark.
Anyony wishing to purchase good
potatoes or turnips, call .or inquire
ut R. R. Thompson’s.
Allison Wotton has torn down his
old ice-house and rebuilt it near the
ice pond. He will soon begin Harvesting.
Mell Wallace came home from Burnt
Island for the day.
The people of Friendship fecl»li
deep sense of obligation to Mr. and
Mrs. James Logan of Worcester, Mass.*
for their recent handsome gift to our
Public Library of 77 books. Mr. Logan
and family belong to this town's sum
mer colony, enjoying their beautiful
home which commands a striking view'1
of the harbor and ocean. They have
at previous times presented books tq
our library and this added gift ia
therefore the more greatly appreciated.
Summer people” like the Logans are
valuable asset to the towns of Knox
county.

enoGgh to make

Capt."and JIrs. Ellsworth Wallace
•ind A. S. Wallace arrived
from
Friendship Friduy.
Rev. Clarence Fifield returned to
Boothbny Harbor Thursday.
Fred Young and Lorris Nicholson
went to Friendship Sunday.
Frarlc Fillmore has returned home
to New Harbor.
“Trap Day" was postponed a week
on account ot bad weather.
The
same conditions prevailed Just a year
•>.go when the men set out on the
same date. Jan.- 21. in the afternoon.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Maynard Orne are1
receiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter at the Britt Maternity
Rome in Rockland. Jan. 21.

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

REACH

Ether!
MMhat aqronderful |id to surgical
science and what a precious
boon to humanity! now many
thousands of lives it has saved —
how many poor sufferers it has re
stored to health—hy making serious
and delicate operations possible)
Ether is universally acknowledged
as “ a heaven sent blessing to the
world” and while it is bnt one
among the many valuable ingredi
ents that are combined in the famous
old

Johnson’s

Anodyne
Liniment
yet the presence of this great ano
dyne exerts a soothing and healing
influence — stops pain — and other
wise performs its important share
in the treatment of Coughs, Colds,
Sone Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
Chills, Sprains, Strains, etc.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment origi
nated as the prescription of a family
physician — is for internal and ex
ternal use — older than any other —
different from all others.

All dealers.

23 and 50c.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Greene who have
been spending several weeks at Oak
hurst Farm returned home Sunday.
School in this distrit is being taught
hy Miss Hale of South Brooksville,
who Is boarding at Levi ACnight’s.
Mrs. Lucretia Shaw is quite ill. She
s being cared for by Mrs. Rose Eaton
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Torrey returned
home last Saturday after spending sev•ral weeks witli their.children in Bos
ton and Portland.
Elmer Hardy has bought the Ford
oar formerly owned by Al. Howard.
Measles are still prevalent, one of
Parker Eaton's children having Just
ome down with it.

WHEfLLER’S BAY
Miss Florence Barnes, who lias era
iloyment in Rockland, is spending a
.acation at home.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes were in
Tockland last week.
Melvin Cline is hauling laths from 4
4. Allard's .mill, which Is running, and
will fill all orders promptly.
Frank Post of Rockland Is hauling
his wood to Rockland from the lot
which he recently bought of Elmer
larke.
Henry Lord and son of Fall River,
Mass., are operating his quarry on the
’larke farm.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Allard were in
tockland last week.

SOMERVILLE
A surprise party was given Avery R.
'olby Saturday evening which also
:erved as a birthday party for his
irother. Jerry J. Colby, and both were
lompletely
taken by surprise,
joodly number of friends and neigh >ois were present. A pleasant, social
•venffig was passed, interspersed with
.lancing, also violin music by Richmond
Brann accompanied by Mrs. Colby at
he organ. A nice treat of confection•ry and coated pop corn was served.
Hie company dispersed ut a late hour,
eeiing they had enjoyed a very pleas»nt evening and wishing Jerry many
more Oirthdays.
Every issue of Tne Courier-Gazette
lurries the home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and fo

Professional&BusmessGarcx
SYMPTOMS
WOMEN DREAD

Republic, Or Empire? Fur
nishes Live Debate—-Stu
hat’s What Mrs. Moulton
dents
Deft With Typewriter
Says of Her Recovery Since
Keys.
Mrs. Wilson’s Letter Should
Taking Tanlac.
Be Read by All Women
The L. C. Smith Company
Las

"It Is enough to make anyone rejoice
to get the wonderful relief I have after
had suffered for llften years,” said
Mrs. Emma Moulton of 133 College
street, Lewiston, Maine.
"I had suffered so long and so much
that I didn’t believe I could ever get
well," she continued. “I had an acid
stomach and my digestion was so poor
that I couldn’t eat a tiling without l»eing in distress for hours afterwards.
My appetite was gone and I would
bloat up until I felt perfectly miserable.
My nerves were worn to a frazzle and
frequently I had severe headaches.
Night after night I lay ill bed unable
to get much rest, and all during the
day was so weak and draggy 1 Jnst
felt ready to give up.
"As I was trying one thing and then
another all the «time I finally began
taking Tanlac. Before 1 finished the
first hottie I was feeling very much
better and I continued to improve un
til nhw I can hardly realize that I am
enjoying such'splendid health after 1
had suffered all those years. I digest
everything I cat Just perfectly and
seem to-hqve unusual strength and
energy. I. dm free from headaches and
hervoiisness and sleep soundly all
night. I am glad to tell of my experi
ence with Tanlac and certainly hope it
will be helpful to others.”
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Corner
Drug Store; in Washington by F. L.
MRS. CERENA A. WALLACE
Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
Hopkins, and hy the leading druggists
Jan. 22 occurred the death of Mrs. in every town.—adv.
Cerena A. Wallace, of Friendship, aged
77. widow of the late Capt. Moses E.
EAST WALDOBORO
Wallace and daughter of the late Capt.
Moses E. Wallace and daughter of tli,
late Capt. Henry and Sarah (Poland)
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler and Mrs. Percy
Simmons. Mrs, Wallace had been a Miller Were guests of Mrs. Neillc
great sufferer for years and welcomed Reever, Friday.
death as a release from pain. She was
Mr. and Mrs. James Mank were at
faithful, loving mother and her life •the village' Saturday.
was spent in helping those about her
Miss Mamie Winchenbaugh spent
Before her health failed and before the. weekend at her home at Dutch
the death of her husband her home was Neck.
always open and she entertained gen
-Mrs. Clarence Coffin was a Sunday
erously. While not a member of any guest df‘Mrs. Charles Bowers.
churcli she was a sincere Christian and
Mrs’ Slartha. Goiild has been visit
met d^uth bravely, in the hope of ing her daughter, Mrs. Fred Mank. .
Christ’s soon coming. She was tender
Mrs. M. Sherman of Round Pond is
ly cared for by her two youngest sons, -visiting her daughter, JIrs. James
Alvando and Capt. Ellsworth Wallace Hanna.
and wife. Her every Vish was grati
Mrs, Frank Brackett was at the vil
fied and she passed away peacefully in lage Friday..
her sleep. By Mrs. Wallace’s request
Mrs. Isaac Mank and Jliss Rena
services were conducted at her home Wiley were at Rockland recently.
by Rev. Samuel E. Clark, pastor of the
Several from this place attended
Advent church of which her husband installation at White Oak Grange,
had been a faithful member.
Mrs. North Warren, Friday, and report
Helen Cushman. Mrs. R. L. Thompson an enoyable time.
and Bert and Charles Murphy sang
Mrs. Gusta Bowers spent Sunday
Asleep in Jesus, Blessed Sleep" and with Mr. and Mrs. (Charles Bowers.
Face to Face.”
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns and fam
Mrs. Wallace is survived hy four
ily of the village spent Sunday with
sons—Vlyses T. Wallace of Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Rines.
Wilson J. Wallace of Boston, Alvando
S. and Ellsworth H. Wallace of Mon
hegan; six grandchildren—Mrs. John
Field of Monhegan, Henry G. Wallace
of Boston, Ida, Jessie and Arthur Wal
lace of Friendship; also five great
grandchildren, a sister and several
nieces ar.d nephews. She Was laid to
rest by the side of her husband In the
cemetery at Friendship village. -4*fie>
was tired with tlie illness, sorrows and
hard work, of life, and now she is at
rest; hut her loving kindness and care
for the dear ones left behind will go
with them all through life until the
time when "Death no more shall claim
God’s people."

MONHEGAN .

HIGH SCHOOL MATTERS

ANYONE REJOICE”

awarded a “Skilled Typist’s Certifi
cate” to Miss Ruth Peterson for writ
Clearfield. Pa.—“ After my last child
ing 60 net words a minute.
was born last September 1 was unable

•9••

The Underwood Typewriter Com
pany has awarded a “Special Cl’odential Certificate” to Miss Geneva Elwell
for writing 60 net words a minute.

♦ » • •

Interested pupils report that & large
cat bird has been seen in the vicinity
of Broad street. He feeds on grubs
found on the choke cherry trees on the
Coakley lot and the nearby orchards.
• • • •
Friends of Everett Blcfhen will be
glad to know that within a month he
has been twice promoted in the school
of art which he attends. Oth^r pro
motions await him is the belief of his
old school friends.

♦ • ♦ ♦

On the principal’s desk is a beautiful
post card of the San Diego California
High School, sent by Capt. E. A. Butler.
We hope that he will be home In time
to hear us sing “Star Spangled Ban
ner” on Memorial Day.
• • * •
Mrs Sargent says this is
hard
record to beat. If any other High
School in the State can show a similar
record for the first half of the Senior
year, or at the end of the Senin1’ year
she would be pleased to heal’ from
them.
• * « «

• • • «

empirFtheatre

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.
SOLD BY

“A Fool and His Money,” adapted
for the picture screen from
story
by George Barr McCutcheon triid star
ring Eugene O’Brien, is the attraction
today.
The story’s setting is an ancient
feudal caste in the Swiss Tyrol. whith
er an American author goes »n search
of peace and literary atmosphere.
He
finds ghosts, villainous counts, and ro
mance. He goes through exciting ex
periences, jhas a heart-throb °r two,
and provides a tine romance
Mr.
McCutcheon by winning “the only girl
The old saying, “a fool and hit* money,’’
was applied to him because he had
purchased the castle but it turned out
to be a fair bargain after all., and the
“fool” proved to be anything but a tool.
Robert Louis Stevenson’s immortal
story, "Treasure Island”, hatf reached
the screen, and it will be shown Mon
day and Tuesday. All the color and
spirit of high adventure that is in the
Stevenson classic has been retained,
and the photoplay has been mounted
with Mr. Tourneur’s mastery of artistic
production. The story, which is famil
iar to all, has been followed closely in
the scretn version. Jim Hawhin«, Bill
Bones, Long Silver, Ben Gunn—all the
familiar characters appear in the life
in the picture.' The picture opens in
“Benbow Tavern”, where at Bill Bones’
death young Jim comes into possession
of the chart showing the location of
Captain Flint’s treasure. From there
sails the old brigantine in Which the
Squire and his mutinous cr^w leave
on the treasure hunt.
Battles with
the pirates, the kidnapping of Jim, the
fight in the stockade, and the final suc
cess follow. Playing the role of Jim
Hawkips is Shirley Mason.—adv.
___

|

V.F.STUDLEY
ROCKLANfr, ME.

h

As a preventive

melt

and inhale Vicks night
and morning. Apply a
little up nostrils before
mingling with crowds.

VICKS
wV
R K
apo

14.35 p tn.
Waterville. A§7 00a. in.. 17.30 a. tn . 1L.0 p. m
Woolwich. <7.00 a in . T7.3O u. ni. tl.10 p. in
<4.30p m., 14.35 p ni.
t Daily .except Sunday.
,
j Sunday only
A Passengers provide ov.ii ferriage Ktwn-n Wool
Wicb and Bath
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M L. HARRIS.
G46-20 V.P & Gcu 1 Mgr. Gcu 1 Passenger Agi

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
60CK1.AND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
SWAN’S ISLAND

Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.
ter Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington
and Swan's Island.
Returning, leave. Swan'. I.land at 5.30 a.
m. tor Stonin*ton, North Haven. Vinslheven and Rockland.
W. 8. WHITE. Gen. M|r.

SMALLEY’S
AUTO SERVICE
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN

AND BELFAST'

u

Htnra: 9 tn 12 A. M.; 1 to 1 P. «.
Rnaldance. 21 Fulton Stroat. Ttl. 3*1-3.
Ofllce Telephone 493-W.

145-tf

MAGIC WATER
la Rood for wash
ing clothes, anil
will remove mil
dew, Iron rust,
Ink, grease and
fruit stains from
Ute finest fabrics
wilhout injury if
used according to
direction.

It Will Also
Remove
*11 slain*
from
bath tubs, lava
to rlei, closets
sinks, floors, eto.
Manufactured by

Local Dealer*
COBB'S, INC.; JAMESON & BEV
ERAGE, HALL & MELVIN; LAR
RABEE* DODGE; 0. S. DUNCAN;
F. 0. HASKELL; E. C. PATTER
SON, WEBBER’S MARKET and E.
B. 8PEAR. Rockland. A. J. LINEKEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomas
ton.
A. W. HOOPER, F. 8.
SEAVEY and L. B. ANTHONY,
Port Clyde.

,

DR. J. G HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Office Hours:

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to 8 P. M.
126-tf

DR. A. W. FOSS
II Bench Btrael

ROCKLAND, MAINE
OFFICE HOURS: 1:00 to 3:00; 7:00 to *:H
TELEPHONE Ml
13-13

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduate*
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hour. 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evening. 6:30 to 7.30
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126 If

G E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
General Medicine
35 Limerock Street
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.

140‘MohZ*

TELEPHONE 473

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon

—end—
X-RAY Op erater
M IUMMEH STREET, ROCKLAff*
TELEPHONE 121

’

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (.trnlghtonlng tooth)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEQE
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Saear Block............. Foot of P.rk Street
Ofllce Hour.: 9 to 12; 1 to 5. TEL. 74S-M.

DR. LAWRY
n Oak Btroot
z
/
HOURS:
t R0CKLABB, KB.
Uotll CM a. *1.
2 to 4 *. a.; 7 te I *. m.
TELEPHONE ITS

OR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
Dentist
4M MAIN STREET, R0CKLANB, KAIKB
Oeooatto Thoradlko Hatol
X-RAY cad DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT
BS-tf

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Dentist
4d> MAIN STREET, R0CKLANB, MB.
, Above Ha.toe-Tuttlo Bosk Store
Phon* 493-M. Ofllc* Hoar*; « to 12 end 1 In

«

W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING. -

370 Main St,
Making two trips daily, leaving Hotel
Rockland, calling at the Thorndike Hotel at
7:00 A. M. and 12:30 Noon.
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast at 10:30
A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
Service will continue as long as tho auto
can get through.

MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine

INFLUENZA

DR. G D. NORTH
’hysician andX-Ray Operatoi

OFFICE. 15 B»«eh Strsst ROCKLAN*
to do all of my own
work. I had severe
OFFICE HOURS: Uatll ( a. Sb
pains in my left side
l:t» to 3:00 antf 7:M to liM a. ■every month and had
TELEPHONE 712
M-a
fever and sick dizzy
spells and such pains
)rv T. L. & Ruth McBeath
during my periods,
which lasted two
Osteopathic Physicians
weeks. I heard of
M UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. fAINl
Lydia E. Pinkham's
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
Vegetable Com
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS RY APPOINTMENT
pound doing others
TELEPHONE 13*
1-tf
so much good and
_________
thought I would give
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
it a Trial. I have been very glad that I
did, for now I feel much stronger and do
OKn: VINAL BLOCK. THOMA8T0N
all of my work. I tell my friends when
0<*m Peer*-. 1 to 3 and 7 to ( P. M.
they ask me what helped me, and they
think it must be a grand medicine. And Rnld.RM until 9 A. M. nnd b» Aaaolnta M
it is. You can use this letter for a tes TELEPHONES: Rnaldnnue. 41-4; OKnn, I4A.
timonial if you wish.
Mrs. Harry A.
33-lf
Wilson, R. F. D. 6, Clearfield, Pa,
The experience and testimony of such
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
women as Mrs. Wilson prove beyond a
doubt that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege 75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
table Compound will correct such trou
bles by removing the cause and restor Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; 1 to 3; 7 to 3 p. m.
Telephone 141-3
ing the system to a healthy* normal con
3-tf
dition. When such symptoms develop
as barkaches, bearing-down pains, disH. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
plaeements, nervousness and “the
blues”a woman cannot art too promptly
Diseases of the Eye;
•
in trying Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound if she values her future com
Refractions, Etc.
fort and happiness.
447 MAIN STREET

‘Certificates of Efficiency’
have
been awarded to Carrie Clough, Beona
Dean, Mary McKinney, Helena Kelley,
MATINICUS ROCK
Waldo' Kirkpatrick, Evelyn
Kaler.
Evelyn Lord, Agnes Richards, Char
lotte Thompson. Bmily Watte, f^1' writ
Miss Helen Anderson of (’riehaven
ing 50 or more net words a minute by who visited here last week has re
the Underwood Typewriter Company
turned home
• « • •
M. D.kOott has returned to the sta
The Freshmen" Basketball tenm has tion after a few days’ visit in Rock
recently organized, and already is win land. Mrs. Gott accompanied him
nlng victories.’ Tuesday evening they and we are very glad to welcome her
trimmed up the combination ol Soph to the lighthouse family.
omores and Juniors to the tune of 21
Mr. Beal's pig had a call from one
to 19. This was star work, because of Capt. Hilt’s hens Sunday. Th
their opponents had in their numbers visitor being hungry helped herself
many of the best players on the school to piggy’s food, vexing him so much
team.
♦
that he rooted biddy out of the trough
• • • .
making noise enough between them
One of the recent additions to the to arouse the inhabitants of the Rock.
school library is "Shakespeare in No damage done, hut we all knoux
Music” by Louis C. Elson. The study that henrietta was hungry.
and oral expression of the Shakes
We appreciate
the work
Miss
peare texts is much benefited thereby Peabody is doing in* our school, espr
Mrs Ada Blackington, who has always dally the interest she takes in the
been very generous to our library, has little tots.
given us “The Life of Gen. Leonard
The Red (’lover Club has been
Wood" and “The World's painters. organized about
a year
during
We have added from the general fund which time it has- sent to the Post
‘Personal Efficiency.”
Have you a Santa Ckius and Salvation Army
hook carelessly left In your home, Rockland $11—not a large sum, hut
which should be returned to the High
oui* membership list numbers only
School Library?
eight.
• • • •
A large mail arrived at the Rock
Fifield was bold enough to nay that
Friday of last week. tfcie first we had
he lived under an Empire. “I know 1
received for more than a.week.
do," because on page 583 of jGuzzey's
American History, published hy Ginn
Co., of Boston, is the statement. 'Presi
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
dent McKinley was invested by Con
Trains Leave Rockland for
gress (March 2, 1901) with all the mil
Eastern Standard Time
itary, civil, and judicial powers neces
Augusta, A§" 00 a. ni.. tT.JG a. tn..I f .U! p in.
sary to govern the Pliillipine Islands, . Bangor A§7.00a. in., t7.30a. in , ti.lop.tn.,
Bath. z\§7.00a m.. t7.30a.m.. fl.lOp.m. Afl Jf
an authority like tliat of a Roiltan Em
m., t4.35 p m
peror rather than of the President of a p Boston
. A §7.00 a tn.. (7.30a.m., tl.lOp. tn.
free Republic.’"
Kenneth fStnith is Brunswick, §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. tu , 11.10 p. in.
p. m
still hunting, hut the majority feel tlui 14.35
Lewiston, A<7.00 a in.. f7.30u in.. 11.10 p m.
they live under a republic, although New York. 11.3re p in.
Portland. A§7.00 a. in.. f7.30a. m.. |li0 p. :n
they are somewhat anxious about it.

Senior English A. the division l ead
ing "Conciliation" by Edmund Burke
are much disturbed. The portion of
text which created the mischief is, "An
empire is the aggregate of many states
under one common head, whether this
head be a monarch or a presiding re
publio."
Cleveland Sleeper maintains
that this authority and the definition
recognized hy the Supreme Court of
the United States, Webster’s Interna
tional Dictionary, proves that we liv
under an empire.
Phyllis.. Moran
scorns the idea; she says the I nited
States is a republic, for 1. The dic
tionary’says: An empire is one ruled
over by some one having absolute au
thority. In every empire timt ever
existed this has been the case:
viz,
Roman,
Russian, German.
French.
Article X of our constitution gives ab
solute power to. people. Our president
has not absolute power; therefore we
are not an empire. Again the Encyclo
pedia
Britannica
states that, the
United States is a republic.

DR. F. B. ADAMS

Otho. ,400 Main 8tr«t. ROCKLAND. MAINK
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Rockland, Me.

PAUL M. STEVENS
Public Accountant .
Audits
Systems
Federal Income Tex Reports
Rockland. Me.
15GM2
Tel. 230

L W. BENNER
—Dealer in—
All Kinds of Real Estate
2 North Main St., Rockland
tt-tf

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
SvoaoMor to A. 1. Eraklae A Co.

•17 MAIN STREET : 1 : ROCKLANO. MAIMB

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning,
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

L R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
47ft MAIN STREET J
: ROCKLAND. Mt.
Estate of John W. Martin
NOTITB

The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
December 21. 1920, lie was appointed executor
of the last will and testament of John W
Martin, late of Appleton, in the County of
Knox, deceased, and on Dec. 21. 11*20. w t-s
qualified to fill s;^id trust by giving boud a«
the law di rents.
All persona having demands against
the
estate are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all Indebted thereto ate required
to make payment immediately to
ALRKRT H MOODY
K. F D. No. I, Union, -Maine.

Jan. 12, 19S1.

Jan 15-U-f

I
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Page Six
two sides,, one /or Roosevelt and the
other for Wilson. The trouble was that
one side was forced to argue against
their beliefs, but Lineken and Oxton
are still friendly.
Friday they de
clined to argue.
Watch fbr some school, statistics next
week and remember Feb. 4.

THOMASTON
Fates Circle will meet next Tuesday
afternoon at 2.30 at the Methodist par
sonage.
Mrs. N. F. Andrews returned Tues
day from Bar Harbor where she was
called by the illness of her daughter.
We are glad to hear that Miss Andrews
is improving since her operation.
Mrs. E. L. Montgomery is spending a
few-days in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Elizabeth Curtis returned to
Belfast Saturday, after spending sev
eral weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
Henry Staples.
The Baptist Social Circle will meet
in the vestry Wednesday afternoon,
picnic supper to be served at G o’clock
and a large attendance is desired.
Mrs. P. J. Ham returned Tuesday
night from Waterville where she has
been spending several days.
Wilbur Strong and sons Billy and
Walter returned
Wednesday from
Waterville.
W. F. Clark is spending a few day*
In town.
Funeral services of the late Mrs.
JLucy Wing will be held at * her late
tiome in Cushing, Sunday afternoon.
Rev. A. E. Hoyt officiating.
The Baptist Mission Circle will meet
with Mrs. Waldo. Gleason street, Mon
day at 2.30.
The subject for the morning sermon
at the Methodist church Sunday will
be “Renewing One’s Strength.”* The
pastor will preach.
At the Baptist church Sunday Rev.
W. M. Richardson of Rhode Island will
preach morning and evening. Mr.
Richardson is a candidate for the
church pastorate.
At the Methodist church Sunday
evening there will be a public installa
tion of the Hoyt Chapter of the Ep
worth League.
Harold Rider is reported as recover
ing nicely from his operation.
Grace Chapter O. E. S. held its an
nual installation Wednesday’ evening,
Mrs. Isabelle Montgomery. Grand As
sociate Conductress of the Grand Chap
ter of Maine, being the installing offi
cer. The retiring matron was present
ed with a Past Matron’s jewel and
Mrs. Montgomery with a beautiful sil
ver spoon, the presentation being
made by Miss Edith Lenfest in a most
pleasing manner. A musical program
was much enjoyed and was followed by
ice cream and cake and a social hour.
The annual meeting of Knox Past
Matrons and Patrons Association was
held in Masonic hall Thursday evening,
over 100 members with invited guests
sitting down to the banquet which was
served at 6.30 o’clock. This was fol
lowed by a short business meeting after
which a program of vocal and instru
mental music was much enjoyed.
A
memorial service for the late Jesse H.
Ogier of Camden was impressively
read by Judge Reuel Robinson of that
town, the music during this ceremony
being rendered by Mrs. Gertrude Tib
betts and Dr. Richan of Rockland. It
was voted to meet in Rockland next
year and the following officers were
elected: President. A. H. Newbert of
Rockland; Vice President. Mrs. Lilia
Ames; Secretary. Miss Edith Lenfest;
Treasurer, Mrs, Matthews of Camden.
* * * *
The social functions at the home of
Mrs. J<4hn E. Walker, for the benefit
of the Hoover fund for European chil
dren, scored a success beyond any an
ticipations. Both Thursday and Friday
afternoon auction parties tested the
capacity of the rooms.
The hostess
was assisted in the serving of luncheon
by Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs. Joseph
Emery. Mrs. Charles W. Creighton,
Mrs. Lucy W’ilson, Miss Letitia Creigh
ton, Miss Belle Brown. Miss Beth
Washburn and Miss’ Clara Spear.
Music for the evening dancing was by
Miss Lena Lawrence and Joseph
Emery. The beautiful colonial home
was admirably adapted to such an
event, but even its commodiousness
was inadequate, for applications for
tickets far excedeed the limits of the
house. Guests from Rockland shared
with ThomiistSn society the pleasure
of the occasion, which is spoken of as
the most considerable private affair
given in behalf of the Hoover fund.
The sum realized was $211. some of
which came in the form of checks sent
by persons unable to be present.

ROCKPORT
Joseph F. Shepherd of Winthrop,
Mass., has been in town this week,
making the trip by automobile and
finding the roads in excellent condi
tion.
Mrs. II. V. Tweedie of Rockland
was the guest of Rev. and Mrs. An
drew Young Thursday nt the Moody
parsonage.
Z. F. Knight who has been quite se
riously ill is somewhat Improved.
At the meeting of the l-adteg Aid of
the Methodist church Thursday after
noon the
following officers were
chosen for the year: President? Mrs.
Nettie Lane: Vice Presidents. Mrs.
Annie Laurifc Small and Mrs. Genie
Simmons:
Secretary.
Mrs. Vellie
Simnfotfs;
Treasurer. Mrs. Annie
Spear: Directors. Mrs. Olive Walker
Mrs. Eliza bbth Berry. Mrs. Medora
Berry.
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins is confined to
her home by illness.
Mrs. Annie Gardiner went Friday
to* Jjouth Braintree, Mass., where she
will spend several weeks with her
daughter. Miss Frances Gardiner.
Mrs.
Ralph Ingraham
returned
Thursday from Portland where she
has been spending a few weeks with
relatives.
Miss Edna McGregor who ftas been
confined to her home by an attack of
measles is convalescing.
Mrs Emma Torrey, librarian of the
Methodist Sunday school, requests
that all books be returned either to
her or to the church, as no books wil!
be given out until the old ones are re
turned
Mrs. Margaret Robbins of Hope
was a guest at the home of her aunt
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins Wednesday.
News of the death of Dr. A. D. Bar
rett on Jan. 23 has been received. He
was. for many years a prominent den
tist of Norfolk. Va., where burial took
place Wednesday. He was born in
Rockport in 1842. son of Charles and
ABby Barrett. He leaves a brother,
Edw. N. Barrett of l.os Angeles,
Calif., a brother, Dr. R. M. Barrett of
Norfolk: and two sisters, Mrs. Carrie
A. Ross and Mrs. E. O. Patterson,
and another brother. George H. M.
Barrett, all of this town, also survive
him Dr. Barrett is remembered by
many in Rockport who will ldnrn
with regret of his decease.
Misses Alice, and Harriet Aborn
were guests of relatives in Belfast
Thursday.

ST. GEORGE
Capt. Ardie Thomas is at home for
a short time, his vessel being in New
York.
Mrs. .1. P. Elwell visited Mrs. Ella
Robinson last Monday.
Harvey Kinney has had a telephone
put into her house.
Several from this* place attended
the Masonic installation at Tenant’s
Harbor Thursday evening.
-Mr. Leavitt is moving his mill
from Spruce llea^ onto the Robert
Wood lot at Long Obve.
Several big teams from Thomaston
are hauling lumber from this place
to the station for Clarence Morse.

FIRST

CLASS

TAILORING

SUITS & OVERCOATS
To Measure
NEWEST FABRICS
BEST TRIMMINGS
Bring Your Own Material and Have
It Made
CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIR
ING, REMODELING

MacLAUGHLIN
Merchant Tailor
THOMASTON, MAINE

(Over Donald George’s Hdw. Store)
12-tf

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

Real Hand Painted China

Thomaston

THOMASTON, MAINE

Tues.-Sat.

A few Children’s Sweaters left,
were $4.85; now $2.79

Estate of Harriet P. Keith
STATE OF MAINE

$1.35 Toques; now 89c
)

Kn«i
Ai a Prolwte Court held at Rockland in and
for Sftld CeURtS

of

Knox

in

vacation

on

the

, 28tto day of January A. D 592!

Bungalow Aprons, were $1.98
now $1.00
Lockwood A 17c.

Lockwood B 16c

All Underwear and Outing Robes
Less Than Cost .
NEW GINGHAMS

PILLSBURY'S STUDIO
Portraits Taken Day or Night
Copying, Enlargements, Framing,
Flashlights, Home Portraiture
Films Finished for the Amateur
Phone 33 11

Herbert J Keith. Executor, having presented
ins petition that the ftGtUftl market value of
j so much of the estate of Harriet P. Keith, late
of Brookline, Mass., ip County of Norfolk,
j as is subject to the payment of the State In! heritance Tax. the persons interested in the
•succession thereto, and the amount of the tax
I thereon may be determined by the Judge of
' Probate
i Ordered. That notice thereof be given to the
state Assessors and all persons interested in
I the succession to said property, by causing a
I oop> of this Order to be published once a
week. three weeks successively in The CourierI Gazette, a newspaper published at Rockland
Jin said County, that they may appear at a Pro
| hate Court to he held at Rockland, in and for
said Count}, on the 15th day of February A.
D. 1921. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and
be heard in reference to tin* determination of
said tax or any question that may ari-^i in
reference ’hereto
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—-Attest:
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register

Whose Considerations Would
Be Somewhat Difficult To
Meet Today.

What’s the best Title
to this

Goodrich Picture?

a Lieutenant
in the
United States Navy;!

1

J

U /Goodrich

® ^“Hi-Press”
^*HiPi'****?

DEVIATION
CAN'T vouch for this tale. 1 would
n’t if I could. If there's any vouch
ing to he done a sailor must save it for
his own tales., To the niiutical racon
teur Truth is (in abortion of scientific
intrtgue calculated to put the bug ou
romance and adventure.
It is true, however, that a compass
needle is of weak and vacillating char
acter. Let so much as a bally hunk of
low-caste iron upproacii the hinuacla
howl and eur high-priced guide liecomes'a creature of decidedly easy vir
tue. The needle abandons its straight
and narrow north-south line and sub
mits to the magnetic charms of a baser
metal.
Deviation is the name of the needle's
sin. On
steel vessel each compass
points out of true. Though magnets
are arranged about it to compensate
for action of surrounding metal, there
is always a small error. This error is
deviation.
Vitally important to a skipper is it
to know the amount of error. Also
must lie be familiar with what nearby
beams and braces cause most of it.
For Instance one of the Canadian
patrols—so the tale goes—had a wood
en cargo boom secured just forward
of her bridge. The heel fitting on the
h(H,m was of steel. So near the steer
ing compass was this piece that when
a gale swept the forecastle clear, tak
ing boom and all, there was some 12
degrees change in the compass error.
Perhaps It was youth, or maybe op
timism in the captain that kept hirtt
from worrying. Or it may have l»een
that he was bound up to Sydney, his
home port. Or it niny even have been
that he waV going to see his wife.
Some sailors are that way.
At any rate he kept on in spite of
rain and fog and snow and sleet. No
moon, nor sun, nor stars to guide him.
His dead reckoning had to do.
He crawled into a “hole in tiie wall,”
which a harbor is like in thick weath
er. And though it was late lie went
ashore.
Somehow the dock looked unfamil
iar. The strpet beyond curved the
wrong way. Certainly there was some
thing queer about the lights.
Suddenly he encountered a woman.
It was his wife. But why should she
have her new suit on as he discerned
by the glow of n shop window.
"What are you doing here?" she ex
claimed.
“Going liome, of course."
She led him into a strange house
and said strange things to strange
people. His head whirled. He tried
to remember if he had had more than
one glass of grog at the landing.
Ten minutes he sat in a kind of
trance. Then someone mentioned St.
JohnV. He lenped to his feet. “The
boom—the compass deviation:” he
cried. “It’s Newfoundland I’ve hit.”
They thought him crazy, but in fact
it was his compass that had gone
looney. He had missed Sydney by just
three hundred miles’

I
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Forty different

money

prizes ranging from $250

to $10—costs you noth
ing to submit a title.

Contest runs from Jan

uary
Send

1st to April

1st.

your suggestions

to The B. F. Goodrich
Rubber Company in
either New York, Bos- •

ton, Chicago, Kansas
City, Seattle, Denver or

Akron—and when next

you buy rubber boots or
with

The news a few weeks ago of the
sudden death from pneumonia of
Harvey Barnes Cushman of • Ems*worth. Pa., was a great shock to his
friends here. Many of Mr. Cush
man’s boyhood days were spent in
this little village where he was held
in esteem and love. Friends here feel
deep regret and sympathy for the be
reaved family.
We are certainly having ideal win
ter weather. A few snowstorms left
their garment of white on fields and
hills for a few days, but the rain, and
the warm sunshine have taken it off.
At present the hills and fields are
bare and automobiles are finding
good travelling on the roads.
/rhe icemen began cutting and har
vesting on Chickawaukie lake Jan. 26.
The ice is 12 inches thick.
Two very cold days this week.
Monday the thermometer registered
10 below zero Tuesday doing a little
better by dropping to 12 below.
Mrs. A. B. Kirkpatrick has been ill.
We were sorry* to learn T>f the se
rious illness of Mrs. Annie Bucklin’s
son, who is in the West.
J. M. Kirkpatrick and Leslie Lamson are helping to harvest ice from
the lake.

High School Notes
The devotional and opening exercises
Monday morning were of great interest
and value. Rev. Mr. Griffiths Of Cam
den was in charge and gave a brief
address introducing many valuable
thoughts that had a good effect upon
the school.
Army life seems to be the talk. Sev
eral of the hoys ha've joined a division
just formed in town. All are privates
except Beattie, who is.a corporal.
Chemistry class is in good running
order, the boys going to ‘‘lab’’ one day
and the girls the next. The boys have
Io set up the apparatus for the girls.
Several explosions (?) caused excite
ment among the girls.
Tickets are only a quarter to the en
tertainment next Friday night, dance
the same price. Several features will
be of interest to all. The High School
Orchestra wil furnish music and our
old friends of the stage will be on hand.
Looking through the school library
we find no current books except en
cyclopedias, with which the school is
well furnished. The books that are in
the cases bear dates of years far back.
Great benefit could be obtained by the
addition of new reference books and at
only a reasonable expenditure. Here’s
a chance for the Parent-Teachers As
sociation.
None of the Senior boys know how
to dance and they question what will
happen at the graduation ball.
An interesting debate look place in
history class Thursday between the

Two Baby Sets left, were $4.85
now $3.29

A NORTH HAVEN DEED

shoes insist on the kind
ROCKVILLE

Every -Other-Day

the

Red

.

Line

’Round the Top.

Goodricjh
Rubber Footwear
NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

NORTH HAVEN

In reporting births, marriages and
Mrs. Arthur Beverage is teaching at
deaths please be particular to give all i High School for a week while Mr.
names, dates and ages. These items of , Halpin is absent on a business trip,
news arc printed in a department on i Miss Jennie Beverage is teaching the
I Center school while the teacher, Miss
the third page that constitutes a his , Doris Stone is confined to the house
torical record and on that account with measles.
x
The North Haven orchestra, con
should be complete and accurate.
ducted by Rev. Milfon Perry, plays
every Sunday afternoon in the Sunday
WARREN
school at the village, free to all.
Mrs. Lucy Quirfn is much improved
Rev. Mr. Jennings of Peer Isle will in health.
be the speaker at' the Congregational
H. T, Crockett, son Lloyd and daugh
church next Sunday.
ters Dorothy and Beulah x have been
An all-day session of the Farm Bu confined to the house the past week
BATTLE STATIONS
reau, will be held at their rooms Feb. with tonsilitis.
OW tin you pick a man?
3—a planning nteeting—to which the
Ice is being cut a! the Lily pond by
By his face—yes. And figure—
public is invited.
Waterman <£ Hopkins.
sotBetlni.es
. His actions—mostly. His
Mrs. Frances Stahl of Camden was
Mrs. Athenia Young is in very poor
thoughts—when you are sure they are
a guest Wednesday of her sister Mrs. health.
J. S. M< L’I‘IU'1'1.
There has been about 20 cases of his. But there is one more method.
William Perry of Unioh was in town measles in town and many persons Great statesmen like Gladstone, and
Wednesday, to attend the funeral of have been exposed to them.
others like T. K. have known and used
the late Mrs. Newcombe.
it. Sure to the mark Is: how n 1^:10
Warren Grange conferred the 1st j Telephone that item of news to The
and 2nd degrees on Mr. and Mrs. Har ! Courier-Gazette, where thousands of waits. Not just his patience. Watch
all of him while he’s waiting.
old Wentworth Tuesday evening.
1 readers w ill see IL
An installation of the officers of
The fleet leaves port for maneuvers.
Georges River Lodge K. of P. was held
STATE OF MAINE
Complete war watches are kept on the
Tuesday evening, when Curtis Starrett County of Knox. ss.
job all the time. Submarines are the
installed these officers-elect: Forest ! To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme greatest immediate peril.
In the
Court, next to be held at Rockland,
Spear, Chancellor;
Robert Andrews, Judicial
within and for said County of Knox, on the course of a few days an actual, war
Vice Chancellor: Herbert Thomas. first Tuesday of April, A D 1921.
Rose A La rral we, of Rockland,
in. the zone is reached; that is. an area in
Prelate: Wesley Spear. Master of Fi
County of Knpx and State of Maine, respmttnance; A. P. Gray, Master of Ex , fully represents that she is the lawful wife of which the‘enemy may be lurking. Or
chequer; H. L. Bucklin. Keeper of j Fred Francis Larrabee, formerly of Rockland, suspicious smoke appears ou the hori
Records and Seals: Joseph Stickney, 'aforesaid, but wi, >se whereabouts are now.un zon.
known: that she was lawfully married to said
Master of Work: W. F. Thomas. Mast Fred Francis Larrabee on the twenty-second
“Signal general quarters,” Is the
er of Arms; Frank Stahl, inside guard; day of December. A D. 1913, in said Rockland, admiral’s quick decision.
’by Rev. Edward S. Ufford: that they co-habited
George Haskell, outside guard.
and lived together as husband and wife, after
“Aye aye, sir,” from* the flag lieu
Sunday morning at the Baptist their marriage, it said Rockland, until the
church Rev. Mr. Turner will preach on latter part of January, or first of February, tenant. Fings flutter for a brief space,
191.’. when she l/*ft her saH husband for good are answered down the column, then
“Divine Leadership in Social and cause
and lias since lived separately and apart
Moral Reconstruction.” In the midst from him; that one child, Elizabeth B Larra drop to the signal hoards. On every
of the great upheavals of present-day bee. was born to them on November 7, 1914 : ship alarms clang. Bugles take up the
that your said libellant has always conducted
life, he says, we need to get the divine herself
towards her said husband as a faithful, emergency call. On each superdreadpoint of view, in order to make a re true and affectionate wife, but that the said naught the whole ship's company flies
adjustment that will be permanent and Fred Francis Larrabee, unmindful of his mar
riage covenanis and vows, lias been guilty of to battle stations.
of real worth. At evening a special cruel
and abusive treatment towards your said
Primarily this means th/it each offi
service commemorating the one hund libellant, has treated her with extreme cruelty
redth anniversary of Mrs. Mary Anne and, being of sufficient ability or being able to cer and man shall roost where the
and provide for her. grossly or wantonly
Hemingway, whose birthday occurred labor
and cruelly refuses or neglects to provide suit ship’s station bill provides for him to
on Thursday. This is an event of able maintenance for her: that the present meet the enemy In time of battle. Cap
which we may well take more than a residence of said Fred Franc’s Larrabee is not tain in conning tower, surgeon in sick
known to your said libellant and cannot be
passing notice. Let this be a com ascertained
by reasonable diligence? that there bay, gunner at gun, engineer in engine
munity service to which so far as pos is m» collusion between.your said libellant and
;he
said
Fred
Francis Lrfrrabee tb procure a room, and so on.
sible all may come. The pastor will
All very pretty for a drill. But sup
deliver an address on the outstanding divorce
Wherefore, she prays that the bonds
b
of mat
events that have marked the passing j riniony now existing between her and her said pose the enemy actually Is near. Or
husband
may be dissolved by divorce, that she it turns out that the hostile fleet is
...............................................
of the century and will show on the l|
be granted the custody of said minor child,
screen a photograph made on the may
Elizabeth B Larrabee, and that such further creeping just behind the horizon.
birthday rtf Mrs. Hemingway.
Pic orders and decrees may be made, as to costs Then it's all hands stick to their sta
tures will also be shown of some of the and otherwise, as may seem just and right to
tions. They must not leave If powder
older members of the church, living this Honorable Court. RO3E A LARRABEE.
is out. Nor if the other fellow is dose
and dead. A brief tribute will be paid
January 11, 1921.
enough to take a pot shot prert.v soon.
to the memory
our young soldier.
STATE OF MAINE
Nor If destroyers might dart in .under
Ernest Barlow, whose body recently County of Knox, ss
came home from France. A special
Subscribed and sworn to this eleventh day of cover of fog or darkness. It’s stick to
Before me.
invitation to the men of the World January, 1921
stations for all hands.
FRANK H INGRAHAM.
War to be present. A fine picture of
t
Justice of the Peace.
Broadsides are not bad. There is
Mr. Barlow will be shown. Special
room enough to sit and to stretch one's
STATE OF MAINE
music will be given. It is hoped to
L. S
legs; and perhaps, if the division offimake this an evening that will long be KfiOX, S8.
cer is not too near, to get a little ‘shutremembered. The service will begin
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court.
January Term. A. D 1921.
eye.’ In turrets, though, the confine
promptly at 7 o’clock.
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. That the
Libellant give notice to. said Fred Francis Lar ment soon grows irksome.

H

VINALHAVEN
Nows of the sudden deatn of Mrs.
Lucretia Raymond Zastre. in West
Quincy, Mass.. Jan. 27. has been re
ceived. Mrs. Zastre was a former resi
dent of this town.
Sunday services of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints: Eld*er Newman Wilson of
Freeport will be the speaker, his after
noon topic “The* Christian’s Hope;"
evening topic “Prophets in the Church
of Christ.” There will be special sing
ing.

rabee. to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Court, to be holden at Rockland, within and
for the County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
of April, A. D 1921, by publishing an attested
copj of said Libel, and this order thereon,
three weeks •successively fn The Couriei’-Gazette,
a newspaper printed in Rockland, in our Couqty
of Knox, the last publication to be thirt.\ days
at least prior lo said first Tuesday of April,
next, that lie way there and then in our said
court appear and dhow cause, if any lie have,
why the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted
SCOTT WILSON.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
A true vopy of the Libel and ’Order of the
Ccurt thereon.
Attest
MILTON M GRIFFIN,
Clerk of Courts.
(Seal!

b-T-14

Apostle-Spoons."
•‘Apostle-spoons,” called also "gos
sip-spoons,” were gilt spoons given by
the sponsors, or “gossip,” to a child
at Its christening. They were no
called because each spoon had a figure
of an apostle on the handle.
Never Change.
Some men are like phonographs-*
every day they roll off exactly the

tene records.—Boston Transcript

Hiram P. Farrow, C. E. of Belfast,
recently needed the copy from the Han
cock County Registry of Deeds of a
life-mortgage deed given under date
of Nov. 20, 1821, from John Knight of
Vinalhaven, to Richard Heath, do., of
a parcel of real estate situated in the
present town of North Haven, the con
ditions of whV?h read as follows:
“I will warrant and defend the same
premises to the said Richard Heath, his
heirs and assigns forever, against the
lawful claims and demands of all per
sons. Provided, nevertheless, that if I,
the said John Knight, my heirs and as
signs, executors and .administrators,
shall, during the natural life of the said
Richard Heath and Abigail Heath, wife
of the said Richard Heath, deliver or
cause to be delivered to them yearly or
year by year, the following articles in
good order (viz.) eight bushels of wheat
ten bushels of corn, three hundred
weight of fresh pork, twenty weight of
sheep’s wool, one hundred weight of
beef, ten pounds of tallow, seventy
weight of cheese, twelve bushels of po
tatoes, two middling sized lambs, two
common mutton sheep, one bushel of
beans, to keep one cow for the use of
the said Richard Heath and wife, like
wise to let them have the use of the
western part of the house standing on
the premises to one room, a bed room
and buttery, one chamber over the
same, the privilege bf one-fourth part
of the cellar, firewood standing on said
farm sufficient for fuel <for the said
Richard Heath and wife, as also oxen
‘and sled to haul the same and an axe
to cut the same with as long as the said
Richard Heath shall he able to get his
own firewood; then after that I the
said John Knight to provide the fire
wood ready cut at the door, but should
the said Richard Heath, or Abigail
Heath, his wife, one die before the
other then I the said John Knight, to
provide one-half of the above articles.”
The value of the property was esti
mated at $1,000^ rbut it is hoped the
prices of foods in 1821 were not a frac
tion of what they are in 1921 or the
said John Knight would have played a
losing part.*—Belfast Journal.

To Let

WANTED
A COOK AND A
SECOND MAID
Middle aged women preferred.
Must be reliable, neat and com
petent. Small family, no children.
Everything modern. If satisfactory
can have position 411 year round.
Must give good references.

Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell
BELFAST. ME.

fltf

EVERYBODY'S CQLDIK
Advertisements in this column nut to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 4 times
for 30 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 4 times. Six words
make a line.

Lost and hound
LOST Thursday night, on Main street, brown
leather bill-fold containing small sum of money.
Please leave at THIS OFFICE.
13*16

LOST—In Temple hall last week, a sum
money and some keys
If fluder will mail
the keys to THIS OFFICE, may keep the money
13*16
LOST A cat. Left home Wednesday. Black
shag, white nose and paws, answers to name
of Smut. MRS. E II ROSE, 239 Broadway.
13-16
LOST Between Rockland and Camden. 1 bag
of Portland meat scraps. ROCKLAND TALLOW
tO
13-16
LOST A roll of bill;! containing about $43,
between Guarantee Clothing Co and Paladino’s
barber shop opposite.
Finder please rerurn
to WILLIAM THORNDIKE. 27 Purchase Btreet.
1*14
FOPND—A gold charm bearing date Dec
17. 1918
Owner can have same by proving
property and paying charges. . Apply at COPPER KETTLE.H-14

LOST—Friday I’ M between my residence
and Masonic Temple, a gold Masonic jewel.
Has my mune on bar. Finder suitably regard
ed A. I. MATHER
10 tf

Wanted
WANTED Mini tn saw a cord of wood
ply to W O FULLER.
i:t-tf

Ap

WANTED -Accnla make |75 weekly selling
pi.iranteed hosiery. We guarantee $36 weeki,
full time. Joe an hour spare time. Experience
unnecessary.
rERFECTWEAK
HOSIERY.
Darby. I’a.
13»lt

WANTED A blue flame oil cook stove, two
or three burner, in'good condition.
MRS.
ENOCH RAWLEY. Rockville. Tel 332-5. lltf
WANTED All ready to commeuce sawing
wood by power
Better have it done before
the deep snow comes. E. L. FASSETT. -cl.
23-12
9-16

WANTED A copy of The Courier-Gazette of
TO LET Furnished and unfurnished rooms July 30. 1918
Please send to THIS OFFICE
9-tf
for light housekeeping; electric lights, heat and
bath
2 WILLOW STREET
13»1G’
WANTED Woman for kitchen help. Apply
TO LET—4 furnished rooms for housekeeping, at S1I.SBY HOSPITAL.
8-tf
at the Southend. Inquire L. BREWER. 39
WANTED—'Will pay spot cash for stock if
Park street.
12-tf
goods, grocery or general store. Address BOX
TO LET—Two heated rooms t'Qr light house H. Rockland
’
7*18
keeping. 27 PARK STREET.
10*13
WANTED Middle aged woman for house
TO LET A lower flat: all modem improve work: 2 in family. MRS RICHARD S. SMITH,
ments. electric lights. 79 SUMMER STREET. Ingraham Hill. Tel 427-M.
7-lf
10-tf
WANTED 10 female shaggy cats, at onct.
TO LET—After February, 4—5 room tene Highest prices paid. JOHN S. RAN’LETT, Rockment, wirti modern improvements, corner Grove Rockville. Me
Tel. 352-14.
6-tf
and Union streets. Apply at FVLLER-UOBBWANTED Men or women to take orders
DAY1S
9-tf
among friends and neigl»lx»rs for the genuine
TO LET Tenement 194 North Main street, guaranteed iiogiery, full line for men. women
bath room, hot and cold water, electric lights, and children.
Eliminates darning. We pay
fireplace, bay window; on car line: arc light 73c an hour spare time or $36 a week /or full
in front ot house. Near Country Club. TELE time. Experience unnecessary Write INTER
NATIONAL STOCKING MILLS, Norristown,
PHONE H9.1-5 or 22G-M
9-tf
Pa.
4S31*
TO LET—Furnished rooms, well healed; bath.
MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
6-tf
WANTED Woman to worn in the pa»:ry
kitchen. THORNDIKE HOTEL.
6-tf
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Ap
you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf
ply to MRS E C. DAVIS, Fu 1 ler-Cobb-Davis.

TO LET—Desirable fiat of four rooms at 28
Pacific street, city. TEL. Rockland 142-4 or
WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
518-M.t 4-tf
paid for heavy or light sails. W. F TIB
BETTS. S.iilmaker. 61 Front Street. Tel. resi
TO LET—Six room tenement with electric dence 775-W.
89-tf
lights and hath, at 27 South Main Street. Ap
ply on PREMISES.
10-tf
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT workers, etc, Telephone or call, except between
STREET
145-tf
and 2 ahd 6 and 7. MRS. HAWLEY. 7&0
ino-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, High St.," Bath, Me. Tel T25
and musical instruments or anything that re
WANTED- Best sing cat and kittens Highquires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable. st prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM, North
J. R. FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf
Haven. Me
135*38

WANTED—23 male shaggy cats and kitteny.
Will pay highest prices. Write or telephone
;-14. JOHN 8. RANLBTT, Rockville, Me
154-Tf
MADAME LeNORMAND’S Famous Cele
brated Gypay Witch Fortune Telling Cards sent
Printer—man
or
WANTED
—
Experienced
postpaid on receipt of $1. J. I WILLIAMS woman THIS OFFICE.
143-tf
BOOK €0 , Worcester, Mass
12-19

Miscellaneous

WANTED -Second hand sails. Highest prices
$300.00 a month easily made working spare
for hei’.vv dr light sails
W. F. TIB
time in your home town or city. Experience paid
BETTS.
Sailmaker. 661 Main St., opjioslte foot
no: necessary. Either sex Address THE FRA of Cottage
St.
Tel.
233-J.
Residence,
775-W.
TERNITIES, Richmond, Maine
12-19
89-tf
RECORD EXCHANGE All kinds of Phono
graph Records exchanged and for sale. 12
RANKIN STREET, Rockland, from 6 to 9 p. m.
11*1.8

For Sale

FOR SALE—Overland car, in good order. Apl»b to S B ST ( LAIR. 17 Trinity St.' Tel
DENTAL NOTICE I wish lo announce that 325-3
'
13-16
I am now in my office every day
DR. J. n
FOR SALE—Hard wood, all kinds, -all prices;
DAMON, Dentist. Telephone 593-R.
JO-tf
also loose hay. MIKE SUTELLA, Tel 27-3.
13*16
THE CHILDREN’S HOSF^TAL of Portland, Thomaston.
5Ianie, offers to young women of high school
FOR SALE—A new milch cow. ANDREW
education or its equivalent a two and onehalf years’ epurse of training which includes OLSON. R F D No 2 Box 73, Cushing 13*16
six months at New Haven Hospital, New Haven,
FOR SALE—Second hand baby carriage In
Conn. Special courses given in Public Health good condition. 8 SPRUCE STREET
12-tf
work and in District Nursing. Address SUPT
FOR SALE—Piano. Chickering parlor grand,
NURSES, 68 High St, Portland, Maine 10-13
mahogany.
Water damaged
Good trade12-15
LADIES -Reliable stock of hair goods at the TELEPHONE 332-5.
Rockland Hair Store,' 336 Main St. Mail or
FOR SALE—-Good hand picked Baldwin
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES.
18-tf
apples by bushel or barrel. Will' deliver in
ACCORDION PLEATING. MACHINE HEM city limits or to steamboat wharf. Orders left
STITCHING. PICOT EDGE. COVERED BUT- at Dr. Damon’s dental office or at reuidonce.
12-tf
TONS. Orders promptly filled. PHYLLIS E. Phone connection DR. J H. DAMON
TOLMAN. 18 Leland Si
Tel. 27» J
5*24
FOR SALE OR TO LET—The six room Wash
Miller house in Camden, 2 Curtis Ave. .Inquire
LADIES Will find a reliable stock of hair at 27 GAY STREET. Rockland.
11*14
goods at the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main
FOR SALECockerels,—k White Wyandotte.
Street. HELEN C RHODES.
18-tf
1 White Leghorn, several jt I. Reds, stock
INCOME TAX RETURNS-! am prepared to from Galen Farms, Clyde, N. Y. PAUL J
give assistance in making out tax returns. 8TAAESEN. Hoad of the Bay.
10*15
ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel 77.
FOR SALE—Smoke damaged furniture, In
6-tf
cluding stoves, beds, couch, rugs, chairs, etc.
ENGRAVED CARDS—('all at this office and Apply at premises. 22 BREWSTER MT
10-tf
examine styles If you already have a plate
FOR SALE—1916 Ford touring car’Nit a bar
bring it in and let us print you cards in latest
gain « DANIEL MUNRO, at Munro s Restaurant.
size THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
3-tf
Park street.
10-13
NOTICE—-it. R Fillmore is authorized to rep
FOR SALE OR TO LET 8 room house with
resent The Courier-Gazette in Knox county and
to receipt for money paid on new and old sub bath on Grace street. DANIEL MUNRO, at
Munro’s Restaurant, Park Street.
10-13
scriptions.
109-tf
FOR SALE—Pair of grey suede high cut.
AUTO RADIATOR REPAIRING, reliable re high heel, laced boots, size 5A. Never been
building, recoring. New and rebuilt Ford radi worn; $6. Inquire at 11 MASONIC STREET.
ators for sale, $8. $10, $12 in exchange Ship
10-13
ments given prompt attention
YOUNG’S
FOR SALE—-One horse sled, single horse
AUTO RADIJTOR WORKS, 63 Portland St.,
pung, upholstered sleigh, No. 3 Stoddard churn,
Portland, Maine.
4-16
all in good condition Can be seerf at CLIF
FORD M SPEAR’S, East Warren. Hudson Far
8*15
FRANK H. INGRAHAM rington.

Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
releohones—^Office. 4RR. House. B03-W.
M-tt

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
nnRNVR TILLSON AVE. R»d MAIN BTREFI

A. C MOORE
!---------------»---------------1

I
PIANO TUNER
---------------------------------------«
With the Maine Hutie Company
•FRinrwrr ▼cerpuryv
»u-7 wnckpftft'.

FOR SALE—Hard, soft and mixed wood. Tel.
23-12. E L. FASSETT, Golden Nugget Farm,
West Meadow Road, Rockland.
8-15

FOR SALE—Standing wood at Hosmer Pond.
$1 per cord. C. E. GROTTON, Rockport, Me.
7*14
FOR SALE The Isaac Jameson homestead,
op|K»she Oakland Park car station. The farm
contains almut 38 acres Splendid pasture and
quantities of berries
Wood for home use.
Orchard of 40 trees, nro3tly all winter fruit.
See GEORGE K. JAMESON for terms. Just
across the road, or write Rockland, R F. D.
122 G.
10-tf
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northimrt,
251 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
m wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
home. Address DICKEY KNOWLTON CO, Bel
fast, Me
7*tf

FOR SALE—I have some beautiful thorough
bred Collie pups, nine weeks old. Price $10
each. JOHN S RANLETT, Rockville, Me.. Tel.
332 14
7-tf
FOR SALE—Two 23 h. p. gasolino engines.
These engines, one of them in good shape, but
both in good running order. Will sell either
one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
mill. The reason of sale is that I am going
to use electric motors for grinding. L. N.
LITTLE H A/, E
4-tf
FOR SALE—In Camaen, 17-room lodging
house on Chestnut street, near P. 0 and Y M.
C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountains;
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un
furnished. Bargain if taken at once. Call at
12 CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel. 41-12.
134 If
FOR SALE—Double tenement house, 28 and 30
Masonic Sf, with extra lot of land on Grace
Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. U.
COLLINS, 375 Main St., Rockland, or MRS. E
KELLEY, Fairfield. Maine.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Delicious sweet cider; fresh every
day from choice apples
Delivered anywhere
Drop me a card
JAMES H. SIMONTO?’
Rockland, R. F D.
12M(

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 29, 1921

lii Social Circles
In add.tion to personal notes recording depnrtures and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires information of socfcil happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ..........

...................................

770

E. B. MacAUister and Miss Edna
MacAUister left yesterddy for a trip
to'-New York and Boston. Miss Mac
AUister expects to spend
several
Weeks in New York.

The fashionable coiffeur demands
combs of large and extreme design.
The hair is arranged very high on th<head with extreme irregularity at the
temples and forehead, the long fash
ionable and unbroken waves of the
“Marcelle” are to give way to nu
merous fluffy and extremely irregular
puffs and curls. Ears are to emerge
from their long seclusion. There is
a rumor that they will be even
fashionable next season, the
Dry
Goods Economist reports.
Mr/;. Francis Radcliffe left Monday
for Medfield, Mass., where she has
employment. She was accompanied
ns f^r as Portland by her daughter,
Mrs. Edward Walden.

Miss Josephine Thorndike, who has
been receiving treatment at the Peter
Bent Brigham Hospital, is expected
home next week. She is at present
the guest of Mr. • and Mrs. Charles
Dennis in Melrose, Mass.

The Good Cheer Sewing Circle will
meet at Temple. Hall Tuesday, with
dinner, and those who have not*been
solicited will please bring something
sweet.
There was a meeting of the Har
mony Club Wednesday with Miss
Margaret Harrington. Music of the
3 8th century’ was discussed, and the
following program proved very inter
esting:
Violin,
Minuet,
Hayden,
Miss Bertha Luce; soprano, Aria,
Gluck, Mrs. Lillian Joyce: piano,
Northern Light, Toyhauser, Miss Ev
elyn McDougall; piano duet, Minuet
by Handel, Miss Singhi and Mrs.
Sanborn; Current events. Mrs. Lor
etta Bicknell. Miss Singhi, Mrs. Miles,
and Mrs. Whitney were appointed to
serve on a committee for a picnic
supppr to be held Feb. 9 at Miss
Singhi’s home. Further notice will
appear in this paper. A meeting ot
the board is requested next Monday
at 2.30 at Mrs. San tyro’s. Members
will please notify the president if
their presence is impossible.

SHEET MUSIC
postpaid
With each $2.C0 order, 3 extra songs
sent as a premium. #
I guarantee that no other dealer
in this section ran supply you with
any of these numbers for they ore
all my compositions and publica
tion

Composer and Publisher
THOMASTON. MAINE

LOT OF

MEN’S

MEN’S
$6.50. $7.00 DRESS SHOES

$1A$1.25 WOOL HOSE

t

$2.00 4 $2.50 SHOES

SUN

M a rch— N o 4.
B igelow
Overture—bust spiel.
Schrafter
Tenor Solo—Selected,
Mr. Green
Popular Selected,
Violin Solo— Selected,
Mr Cloutier
Serenade—Dreamland,
Hayes
Overture—Golden Fleece,
C. Lovelle,
Vocal Solo—Selected,
Miss Marianne Crockett
Concert Waltz—Selected.
March—High and Mighty,
Jewell
Violin Solo—Selected,
Mr Cloutier
Overture—Sunshine and Flowers,
P. Haines Faith
Slar Spangled Banner,

G. W. Palmer & Son, jewelers, who
are preparing to move soon, hav?
marked their whole stock at prices
that are attractive.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.

Evenings by Appointment

1-tf

COLONIAL
RESTAURANT

Mrs. Talbot

Formerly Loring's

at C.30. 1
reserva- j

Located at 282 Main Street
Opposite V. F. Studley’s and next

door to Boston Shoe Store

—Serving—
The same good foods and Special

Dinner at the same small prices
ORDER COOKING AT ALL TIMEg
OPEN ALL NIGHT

——

Jtrs. Frank Lyddie entertained the
“Smart Set” at her home on the Old
County road Wednesday evening Fourten members were present and sup
per was served. The special visitors
•were: Mrs. Edward Starrett of Thomuaton, Timothy McNamara of Rock
land and Charles S. Sacker of Brock
ton, Mass.

After Stocktaking

IN ADDITION
OUR REGULAR

of Odd Sizes and Discon
tinued Lines
—WE HAVE—

Repriced Oar Entire Stock
And Are Offering Some

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS
»
ON ALL KINDS OF STAPLE

Mrs. J. H. Breen, who has been the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Artemas
Tibbetts, has returned to her home in
Augusta. She was accompanied by
her niece, who will spend a few weeks
with her.

MERCHANDISE
You will find what you want
and at prices you will want to
pay.

Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw, who has been
the guest of Mrs. H. B. Waltz, re
turned to* North Haven Wednesday.

See our windows and take ad
vantage of these real mark
downs. Merchandise cheerfully
exchanged and money refunded.
Everything guaranteed as repre
sented and warranted to give
satisfaction.

Mr. , and Mrs. Henry K. Rollins re
turned to Newton, Mass., yesterday af
ter a brief visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Robinson.

Lieut. Commander Douglas W. Ful
ler, U. S. N., who made a brief visit to
his Rockland home the first of the
week, has been assigned to duty at
the New York Navy Yard as executive
officer of the receiving ship. It is hist
first assignment to shore duty in seven
years.

EVERYTHING IN
FOOTWEAR
(And Never Undersold)

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St., Rookland, Maine

Taxi Cab and Carriage Service

BAGGAGE TRANSFER
BERRY’S TRANSFER

11

For Dress

LOT OF CHILDREN’S

to go at

$1.00 and $1.25 SHOES

WINTER ST,.
Telephone 40R

ROCKLAND
71tf

Pair

79c

to go at

50c WOOL HOSE

to go at

29c PA R

LOT OF

MEN’S 50c WOOL HOSE

PAIR

to go at

29 c pair

$1.50 SHOES

75c WOOL HOSE

98 c PA,R

48c PA,R

LOT OF

LADIES’ $1.50 SLIPPERS
to go at

5.98Pair
MEN’S $10.00 SHOES

ONE LOT OF LADIES’ PUMPS,
values up to $4.00 and $5.00.

to go at

Now go out at ...........................

6.98Pair

ONE LOT LADIES’ PUMPS,

LOT OF

values up to $5.00 & $6.00 ....

BOYS’ $4.00 SHOES

ONE LOT LADIES’ OXFORDS
values up to $6.00. Now go

to go at

2.98 Pair

of

THE LACE VOGUE CONTINUES
Decoration Approaches Favor It Knew
in , Fifteenth Century and Is Used
in Great Profusion.

Lace approaches again such a golden
age Ys it knew in the Fifteenth cen
tury. when drawn-work and 'cut-work
established a transition from embroid
ery to lace, according to Vogue. In
the Sixteenth century lace was even
more in favor and we find In the
modes of the day those collars known
as “fraises,” the deep cuffs and the
lace aprons on court gowns, such as
were worn by Catherine de Medici.
Particular!}’ in Venice, the making of
needle-point lace had at that time a
period of great prosperity. Auvergne,
also, was famous for its laces at the
same time, while in Flanders were
made embroidered tulles of inimitable
splendor, hits of which are still pre
served in collections.
In the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
"•enturies lace continued in favor, and
even the jnen of the days of Louis XV
and Louis XVI wore coats enriched
with the finest Valenciennes and Alencon lace, while their handkerchiefs
made as lavish use of lace as did
those of women of the day. It is to
Louis XIV that France owes the in
stallation of a great lace-making cen
ter in France and it was his patronage
which started the work which pro
duced such wonderful results as the
point d’Alencon, the point d’Argentan,
the point de Bruxelles, and the point
d’Anglelere, laces which were also
made in France.
,

PAUL JONES HAT THE MODE

Paul Jones might have thought that he
led the fashion in waistcoats, of which
he was overly fond, hut he did not give
much attention to his hat, and yet it
is this that Paris has copied and made
the mode. It is often in black silk
beaver, with its flatly turned back brim
and elongated ends on which are puff
balls of ostrich or other fantastic or
naments.
Tiie navy hat may have been in
spired by the presence of American
admirals on dress parade In Europe
after the armistice, for it lias appear
ed in several conformations. Tiie tri
corne Is in fashion also, and the Mar
quise. One seems not to escape this
type of lint. iRmay be outlined with
gold galloon, it may have a hatpin
arranged ns a cockade. It often, very
often, has a face veil of Chantilly lace
attached across the front, but never at
the hack.
This veil is thrown backward over
the stiff shape or left to conceal tiie
nose and chin. The most ornamental
ones are bordered with gold threads
in a bold pattern.
Coat. Chains Follow Mode.

out at ............._.................... „.....

LOT OF
MEN’S RUBBERS

BOYS' RUBBERS

79c

59c

IllUllkl W?

LOT OF

ADIES’ $2. 2.25 SUPPERS

98c

to go at

Pair

' 1.

1.48

LOT OF

LADIES’ $5.00 SHOES
to go at

1.98

LOT OF

LOT OF

Pair

2.98

MEN’S

MEN'S

CHILDREN'S SHOES

ONE BUCKLE OVERSHOES

4-BUCKLE

.98

1.48

48c

Shoe Store

236 Main St., Rockiand

Opposite Studley’s Furniture Store
ALL NEXT WEEK
THE SALE CONTINUES
CONTC

of the committee, or to the county
it is said that the Rockland Fire
The F. M. Shaw property at 9
agent.
Rockland street, bought some time Department has responded to 77 calls
High School
The pupils have decided to publish ago by Isaac Berliawsky, has been thus far this year, and there is still
a school paper, this editorial staff be sold by the latter to Gus P. Snowman about another fortnight before the
ing elected: Paul Harriman, editor- who will occupy it.
close of the fiscal year
in-chief; Lewis Ryan, business man
ager; Dorothy Mank, Lloyd Brown,
Hilda Carleton and Christine Norwood,
first, second, third and fourth assistant
editors. There will be one issue this
year, which will be ready the latter
part of May or the first of June.
The much advertised skating party
Which was held Jan. 25, was a great
success (?). At one time there were
MONDAY & TUESDAY
::TODAY::
as many as three skaters and one
spectator present—the maximum at
LOUISE GLAUM
tendance.

UNION

The annual Farm Bureau meeting
for this section was held at the Grange
hall. Wednesday, when a basket din
ner was enjoyed by ijthe members and
others who are inmrested in the
bureau’s work.
In the afternoon
County Agent Ft. C. Wentworth ex
plained the organization and work of
the bureau. The following men were
elected to serve on the community
committee: W. A. Ayer, chairman, L.
B. Wood, Alexander Fuller, J. F. Cal
derwood. The project leaders^ elected
were:
John Burgess, dairy; L. O.
Norwood, poultry; J. F. Calderwood.
orchard; L. B. Wood, boys’ and girls’
clubs. Anyone interested in any of
these lines of work, who may want
Ytemember the moving discount sale
demonstrations, etc., is requested to
write to the project leaders, members at Palmer’s opens today. Get yours.

—IN—

THE CHiCAGO STOCK

“T H E

leopard

CO. closes a week's engage

WOMAN”

ment, with

SKATING RINK

The Company is delight

Champion of the Western States, has challenged

ALLEN AND

FRED

ed with Rockland’s patron

MEALEY

age, and hopes to see fa

—TO A—

FOUR-fULE

RELAY

Faced with the necessity ot choos
ing between love and duty, John
Culbertson, scientist-explorer, puts
love behind him. The woman sent
to delay him in an important diplo
matic mission falls in love with him,
but to her. loo, tile sense of duty is
momentarily stronger than love.
But when Culbertson hu.s set at
naught the machinations ot the
Leopard Woman, as tie calls her.
love lias its chance.

“MARY’S ANKLE”

AI Nebes, of Lowell, Mass
FRANK

OVERSHOES

to go at

miliar faces at today's con

RACE

Weekly Review

cluding performances.

TUESDAY EVENING, FEB. 1

“Torchy Comes Through”

A BIG PURSE WILL BE HUNG UP
A Carnival of Races is being planned for all next week.
Women will take part.
i
I'-:

'-TT':

COMING

: : TODAY : : :
EUGENE O’BRIEN in “A FOOL AND HIS MONEY”

HAVENER HALL
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1921
:3 H

BRIM

He heard the crying of a child at night. He heard some one sing
ing always at twilight. And then he saw a woman, young and beautiful,
ri^ht through the wails of his castle. Still he didn’t believe in ghosts.

FhZiTpisode of “DAREDEVIL JACK”

JEWETT

—AND IIIS-^

SOCIETY

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

is

ORCHESTRA

On your life, don’t miss the first episode of the new serial —

“RUTH

—WITH —

TAD STACY

SANDY MACK

ZEB AVERY |

Far to tiie ears and duvetyn straight
to the knees, mean that coat chains
NOTICE—This is not a picked-up team. This is an organization that LJ
will wind their way into fashion again
can produce the goods.
this winter. That long severe line
H
Dancing,
8
to
12.
Featuring that Fox Trot Hit—
from collar to belt on the dark cloth
suits cries aloud for relief, and a good
“PALESTEENA”
looking coat chain certainly responds.
hb
,':
' e :t
" as ,, aaKiisiE. ■
The new ones are made up of hand
carved links with a jewel between.
Imagine the glory of a dull gold chain SpSSSI; 1 'IEE'"
SRKS& ;:
" ‘:■ W ,
TOI...... HMMSBinr
studded witli topaz, worn with a
THE SHAW AUTO CO.
browu suit kolinsky trimmed.

ROCKIES”

“TREASURE

ISLAND”

(From Robert Louis Stevenson’s Famous Novel)
Wicked pirates and buried gold.
Deeds that make the blood run cold;
Tallest tale that e’er was told!
Yn-lio-ho, and a bottle of rum!

I
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OUR FAME

is upheld by
you want

OWL'S HEAD

good workmanship. If

A MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
lhat will endure, built of the finest
granite or marble by skilled experts,
come in and let us submit designs and
estimates for our approval.
We would like you to see or let us
tell you about some of Hie line monurnents we have erected recently.

jj Is now making headquarters at FLYE’S GARAGE,
ROCKLAND, carrying in stock—

j PEERLESS, NASH, AUBURN AND
FRANKLSN CARS

Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
W. W. HARRISON, Sales Manager
carries the home news of Knox county
For Knox and Lincoln Counties
to every State in the Union and to
tanonpR aiJifans,. s.a :s'aaBitsaiSJisiine: , •:::
si
many foreign lands.

OF THE

And by the same token don't miss—

(of Bath)
The stork, assisted by Dr. Arm
strong of Rockland, left a bouncing 12
pound girl at the home of the popular
It. F. D. man, Harold W. Philbrook,
yesterday.

Pair

98c

.......................... . ....... ■ .u...

Chic three-piece suit made of green
velours and trimmed with fox. The
straight chemise frock has touches
colored bead embroidery.

Fair

79c

LOT OF CHILDREN’S

MEN’S $8.50 SHOES

Paris Copies Headgear Which Is Often
In Black Silk, With Flatly
Turned Blagk Brim.

Elmo Croier and sister, Miss Beulah
Crozier, left yesterday mbrning for Ok
lahoma, where the former will have
employment, and where the latter will
spend the remainder of the winter witli
friends. Wednesday evening Miss
Crozier was given a farewell supper at
Hotel Rockland by Misses Amanda
Wood, Annabelle Hurd and Ruth Vinal.

MEN’S RUBBERS
MEN’S

1.48 PA R

LOT OF

—TO—

Reports that H. N. McDougall is to
leave Rockland are happily wide of
the mark. As a Aiember of the firm
of Maynard S. Bird & Co., Mr. Mc
Dougall's duties have required pretty
nearly an even division of his time
between the firm’s Rockland and
Portland offices. Mr and Mrs. bird
leave Feb. 9 for Japan, and will not
return until the middle or last ot
May. Mr. McDougall will continue to
deeote a portion of nis time to Rock
land, but has engaged apartments at
the Lafayette Hotel, where he will he
joined next week by Mrs McDougall
and Misses Evelyn and Frances Mc
Dougall, who will attend the Wingfleet private school in Portland.

LOT OF

$2.50 and*$3.00 SHOES

• MEN'S

Harold AV. Green, Miss Marianne
Crockett and Joseph Cloutier will be
soloists at the sacred concert which
is to be given by the Oakland Park
Bard in Park Theatre Sunday after
noon at 3 o’clock. Mrs. E. F. Berry
will he the accompanist. The band
needs new uniforms and the silver
collections at these Sunday concerts
will help swell the fund. The pro
gram for Sunday follows:

Telephone 323.

69 c

1.48 P,,R

MEN'S $7.50 SHOES

S BAND CONCERT

to go at

LOT OF BOYS’

LOT OF

4.98

LOT OF

LADIES’ RUBBERS

75c PA'R

4.48

made by the circle, each aquare an out
line design of pictures dear to children.
It was a surprise to the Welches and
they gratefully thanked the Aid for
rnemhering them. Refreshments were
served. Musical numbers were contihuted by Miss Madeline Colson, Mr.
and Mrs. Welch and Frank Qregory.
The rfleeting closed with best wishes to
the pastor and his wife in their new
home.
^AY’

SHOES

LOT OF CHILDREN'S

to go at

Shubert
Violin—(a) Ave Maria.
Chaminade
(b) Spanish Serenade,
Mrs. Talbot
Scott
Boprano—The Secret,
Miss Evelyn Lord
Contralto—Ecstacv,
Mrs II. A. Beach (
Mrs. Talbot

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield Me:
morial church was entertained Wed
nesday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Chase, Brewster street. The ]
evening was passed in a social way. As
If was the last time Rev. and
Mrs.
Welch would meet with the members
before leaving for their new home in
Brewer, Mrs. Welch, who has faith
fully served as treasurer of the Aid.
was pesented with a silk umbrella and
n beautiful vase. Miss Mabel Seavey,
jx-esident,
made the
presentation
speeches. It being Master Howard Jr's
birthday he was given a pretty quilt

SHOES

For Men, Ladies’, Boys’ and Girls’
Don’t Buy Until you See These Big Bargains
SPECIAL SALE OPENING MONDAY

LUTHER A. CLARK

Violin—(a) Spanish Dance,
Barisate
(b) From the Cane Brake. S. Gardner
Miss Talbot
Ball
So’prano—Night Wind
Miss Evelyn Lord
Langdon
Contralto—(a) Ihwn In the Forest,
Putz
(b) A Looting,

••

SHOES

IN THE LAND OF YULA YULA
KEEP OLD LIBERTY’S LIGHT STILL
BURNING
NOTHING
IN MY SWEETHEART'S IRISH HOME
THE GIRL ON THE AMERICAN DOLLAR
THE RED ROSE’S SECRET
UNDER THEvCKERRY TREE
I WONDER HOW IT FEELS TO BE IN LOVE
SO WE’LL MEET DEAR TONIGHT WHERE
THE ROSES BLOOM
CHOCOLATE DROPS
THE LAND OF SWEET ERIN
SMILE
LOVE DAYS
THE IRISH BLARNEY

The following program will
be 36
heard at the Country Club Sunday I
Jan. 30 at 4 o’clock:

The cooked food sale held in Fuller- .
Cobb-Davis carpet room last Saturday I
was a huge success. The committee i
in charge, Miss Mildred Ryan and Miss i
Lucy Ball, is very grateful to Fuller- j
Cobb-Davis for their many courtesies
and the spirit they shov ed to help
make it a success. At 4 o’clock, Rus
sian tea was poured, while Miss Mar
garet Harrington and Miss Mabel
Brown of Thomaston very gracefully
sang several selections.

CLT CURrnC

VELOURS. FOX TIMED

PLAY THE FOLLOWING HITS:
25c each; 5 fcr $1.00; 11 fo~ $2.00,

Etta Martin, who has been in the
city, called here by the death of her
brother, has returned to Bangor.

Luncheon will be served
Members will please make
lions.

Page Seven

FRED S. MARCH
5tf
JILli

The New Monumental Wareroome
Park St.. Cor. Brick.
Rockland, Me.
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There are, too, trees of glorious plu
mage. The fern-like Acacia covers it
self with a blanket of gold, the aggre
gate of quantities of little yellow,
fuzzy balls.
The Jacqueranda Is a
mass of Javender bells; the Crepe
Myrtle is at deep pink, while the Flam
ing Eucalyptus is a scarlet hue.
Fruits, both known and unknown,
flourish in back gardens, and between
the rows grow tempting green vege
tables. Small bananas actually ripen,'
guavas are common, while under their
dusty, gray-green leaves, olives tempt
the unwary Easterner.
Rut the glory of Southern California
is her flowers, and Pasadena has more
than her share. Everywhere they riot.
Sweet roses rise proudly on their stems
or clamber vigorously over the house ■
tops. , The Gold of Ophier rose grows
to an enormous size, with blooms cov
ering its entire surface.
At one time the yellow poppy fields
were so bright that they could be seen
from the harbor, forty miles away.
And. friend from the East, do not
bring your little potted plant, for here
its brother has grown into a full-sized
tree.
,
,
Birds are everywhere, their brilliant
plumage flashing among the trees, and
each morning their joyous carols pro
claim the dawn of another beginning.
With all its beauty, Pasadena is a
progressive city. It has well lighted,
well kept streets, and excellent school
system, pleasure parks, play-grounds, a
municipal theater, open-air fiances and
other progressive interests.
• • • •
The most famous undertaking of
the city of Pasadena is the Tourna
ment of Roses, held every New Year’s
Day. Entries from all the Southern
counties are there in exquisite profu
sion. Xo artificial flowers are allowed,
and the roses, carnations, violets and
other flowers together with fern and
smilax, are for the most part gleaned
from Pasadena gardens.
There is no organized “rough ele
ment" in Pasadena. The Crown City
is highly conservative, and will not so
much as permit a moving picture stu
dio to enter its saced gates. It is to
versatile, laughing Los Angeles that
they turn their steps, while Pasadena
dreams on under her lazy skies.
Two carlines, giving almost contin
uous service, connect Pasadena with
Los Angeles. The “Short Line" runs
direct from town to town while the
"Oak Knoll" meanders through orange
groves and winding ways until it
finally arrives at it? destination.
There is, too, a network of smooth
roads in all directions, except to the
north. Over these roads plies a con
stant line of equipages of every kind,
from the omnipresent, over-loaded
Ford to the most marvelous rolling
palaces—all go merrily on their ways.
When one returns from afar and
gazes again upon the calm, serene
beauty which is Pasadena, one realizes
afresh what a chosen spot it is—where
the rich find peace from turmoil, and
the poor find no slums. It is like a
gracious mother—a bit of Paradise.

CROWN^OF II II VALLEY g,<-e" branches an,l aleha In l|ie breeze.

Being a Description of Pasa
dena, Calif., Sometimes
Mistaken For Paradise.
In view of the fact that there is now
considerable of a Rockland colony in
Pasadena, Calif., and immediate vicin
ity, the following article, eiftitled “Pas
adena—Crown of Valley,” sent by a
friend of The Courier-Gazette will be
read with interest:
• • • •
Pasadena is an old Indian name
which signifies "Crown of the Valley,"
and a veritable crown it is.
High
above the surrounding country, it is
flanked, by hills on every side.
To the north, above Altadena, rise
the majestic Sierra Madre Mountains,
shrouded in purple haze, hooded with
clouds, and in winter, snow-topped.
Prom here on a clear day one can see
the gleaming Pacific, thirty miles away,
and now and then a phantom ship. Atj
night a million lights flash from below
and blink defiance to the stars, while
a line of lights along the cable to Echo
Mountain lend a friendly touch to the
almost unearthly silence.
West of Pasadena is the great Ar
royo Seco, the dry bed of the Los An
geles River, which, disdaining the
troubled surface, serenely winds its un
derground to the ocean.
In the hills beyond this arroyo are
two fashionable residence suburbs,
Fllntridge and San Rafael Heights.
The latter is reached by the famous
white concrete bridge, which from the
arroyo below is like a dream passage
into the heavens. This bridge is one
of the largest and most beautiful in
the Southland.
gouth and' east from Pasadena
stretches a fertile country of orange
groves, oak trees and rolling hills.
On the brow of two hills, overlooking
the vast valley to the south, stand the
Huntington and the Raymond Hotels,
like two great medieaval strongholds.
The Huntington is a long gray buildln£, forbidding and mysterious from
jwars but filled within with all those
luxuries which soothe the tired soul.
The Raymond stands even higher than
the Huntington, and can be seen from
any part of the surrounding country.
It has extensive winter gardens, golf
courses and other attractions to delight
the eye and the sporting sense.
The Green and the Maryland are two
"downtown" hotels, large, luxurious
and popular. The Maryland is open all
the year, and has u system of bunga
lows. which gives comforts along with
hotel service.
Pasadena has been called a city of
millionaires, but they are not Pasa
dena's millionaires. From all over the
world fleck “Kings" of industry and
here establish their winter homes—
mansions of infinite beauty and va
riety.
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Your choice in type
Formosa Oolong,
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SUPERBA
first pachage
on the label,odaySUPERB Ll .

for your tabla!
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M1LLKEH TONL

NSON

CO.

PORTLAND ME.

fine

for

scenery—but

have been struggling and working for

what

this end and through many years there

Maine needs is DEVELOPED

comes the feeling of profound satisfac

water power—a surplus ready to meet the

demands of any manufacturer

who

tion that so good a

result has been

obtained. Twenty years ago no industry

may want to conic to Maine.

located in any one of the towns which
we now serVe could be sure of being

This need has been supplied hv

able to obtain 100 horse power of elec

Central Maine Power Company.

tric power. Today an.v industry, new
The determination to have power

or old, can have 100 or 10,000 horse

ready and available has long been one

power on application.

of the guiding principles of Central
A

Maine

Power Company.

Much has been said and written

Acting on

about the water powers 6f Maine and

this principle it has added, through

the great industrial possibilities whjcli

the 15 months which ended December

31,

new

1920,

construction

future of ,tlie

they hold out for- the

costing

State, hut there is nothiug more use

nearly §2,500,000.

x

less for anything except scenery than

Its transmission system, extending

undeveloped

water

power.

capped as Maine is by transportation

Augusta, Gardiner to Lewiston, is now

and other difficulties, Central Maine

capable of handling and delivering at

Power Company felt certain that the

any point

between the terminals of

' fundamentally important

this line 15,000 horse power.

that are undeveloped MIGHT do for
usat some distant time in the future;

the first 4000 horse power unit in. its
f

but to DEVELOP them NOW and have

new hydroelectric plant is completed

them ready to use.

and the second unit will he in opera

tion about February 1 and the third in
May.

At Farmingdale

This we have done and hope to

the

continue doing as the need arises.

line taps into the steam plant where,

Because through 1921 we shall have

if needed at any hour of the day or

night, 10,000 steam genera ted

thing was

not to dwell on what the great powers

At Skowhegan the installation of

April or

3

Handi

from Skowhegan through Waterville,

u$e for investment monfy for various

horse

requirements, especially to finance the

power is available.

second and third units which will be

From this main line, adequate feed

placed in our new power development

ers radiate to the more than 100 com

and to complete the lines which will

munities served.

interconnect our new properties with
the old, the Company is able to offer

It would seem that the Company;

to the investors of Maine through 1921,

has reached a ;distinct period in its
existence.

n

approximately 10,000 shares of preferred

•"»/.

I

stock.

It has achieved the position where

This stock seems to us to he safe in

its lines reach the towns and villages

the last degree; and likely to pay $7

occupied by one-third of the population

per year per share as long ns Maine

of the State, where every individual

rivers flow. The price is §107.50 a share,

or corporation in' its entire territory

the yield G’^% net.

is supplied with every power demand

'i •

•

*

May we send you a hook, showing

that has been made, and where it

what

still lias developed and available, ready

is

Central

for immediate use, a surplus of ab

behind

an

investment

in

Maine Power Company, to

gether with full fnforination

solutely reliable power.

the Company and its

about

securities.

If

As told in these few sentences, this

you are interested in a safe and sane

accomplishment may not seem to have

State of Maine investment, just send

much significance; but to those who

in the conpon.

x

Central Maine
Power Company
(Of which the Knox Electric Co. is a part)

at W.

E.

Overlock’s

on

Saturday

Please send me "Your Share” booklet and full
information about your securities as an investment
for Maine people.

Address...... —...................................................................

Harvey D. Eaton, President
Walter S. Wyman, Treasurer

Ey an oversight we omitted to
mention in our items recently retort
ing the funeral of the late Herbert
E. Farrar one daughter’s name, Mrs.
Maurice Powell of this place, which
should have been added to the list of
his daughters.
The mill and lumber crews in this
vicinity have been laid off during
the recent cold spell.
Arthur Lelgher and mother, Mrs.
Sarah Shattuck, visited her
son
Ralph at North Washington Sunday
Linwood P. Jones succeeded in
bagging three fine coons one day last
week. This makes ten in all thus far
this winter besides other skins, which
would have made him a good winter's
work if furs had brought the prices
they did a year ago.
Mrs. Clydia Kahrmann is visiting
her brother Ralph's family for a few
days
A very enjoyable evening was spent

.COUPON
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY, Augusta. Maine

Name.............................................. -......................................

AUGUSTA, MAINE

RAZORVILLE
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Each cup delightfully
reminds you of the
name—SUPERBA—
for future buying
reference.

Every-OtKer-Day T

i

There are bungalows of brown; Jap
anese houses of shakes and bamboo,
LIBERTY
with curious little oriental gardens,
waterfalls and fountains; houses in
We would like to know what the
the Mission style; Colonial houses; Razorville scribe thinks has become of
English houses; Swiss chalets. Hopi the poor crows these cold days.
Indian abodes of pink and blue; nonde
Everett Overlook has lost his horse.
script mansions; Italian villas, and
It seetflk the Freedom scribe thinks
other types as varied as the architec we must have a little "home brew” to
ture of all the centuries. All, without be able to find snakes in the winter;
exception, are well kept.
but it's all right, they weren't in our
The most Californian of these many boots.
forms of human dwelling is the bunga
S. T. Overlook has been on the sick
low. Low, friendly, with many win list, but is better at this time. Mrs.
dows and wide porches, it is the ideal Overlook is suffering with a bad cold
home for rich and poor alike. Covered and a cough.
with roses, and overgrown with gera
R. R. Sukeforth is still on the job
niums, it is an abiding-place of ro butchering. He will get everything
mance and content.
killed oft if he keeps on.
ln dignified contrast to the comfort
The.cold snap has closed down the
able bungalow rises the Italian villa, mill for a few days.
set high up—overlooking velvet green
The Cameau & Childs mill has aii
lawns and terraces, white, with marble order from parties in Fairfield for
porches, grated windows, and formal blrdseye maple hoards. They take or
gardens, it is a veritable breath of Old ders for all kinds or dimensions of
Italy.
lumber.
Orange Grove avenue is loved by the
A young man by the name of Han
older, more conservative families, while nan working in the woods for the Cam
Oak Knoll is ttie accomplished dream eau & Childs Co. cut his foot badly a
of the more adventurous.
Hidden few days ago.
away among hills, canyons and oak
Otis Jones' dog was killed in the
trees, and reached by beautiful winding woods by a tree falling on him. The
roads, are houses which the gods might boys warned him to get out of the way.
envy. And over all lies a quiet peace but probably he did not understand
broken only by the occasional whirr ot French.
a motor, or a bird note.
Will and Rex Prescott have bought
But Pasadena is not all a town of the Dustin lumber lot of some 200 acres
millionaires. Its stability lies in the which had been cut over several years
great number of moderately well-off lgo.
home-loving people, high of ambition
Herbert Prescott is working for the
and far of vision. It is a city of virile Cameau & Childs Lumber Co.
and high-minded men and women.
Arthur Overlock has bought a yoke
Contrary to general belief, the cli of oxen and a bull of Damariscotta
mate of Pasadena Is not tropical. The parties.
air is rare and pure and seldom sultry.
Several from this place attended the
In winter and spring the climate is de lance at Palermo Friday night.
lightfully cool, with just enough snap
The prospect is that a large lot of
to make the blood tingle.
Now anc lumber will be hauled into the mills
then there is a flurry of hail or a brush his winter.
of snow. Sunshine is the rule, but
We think W. P. Ludwick has a record
after Christmas and in February come o be proud of. He fias driven the
heavy and continued rains—a source •ural mall route for 16 years und has
of great surprise to the tourist, but an only been laid by one week on account
endless joy to the “native” Californian. if sickness. If everyone had the good
Summertime is warm, but the,nights uck he has enjoyed the doctors would
are codl. -Magnolias shed their scent, have to go out of business.
while a great, lazy red moon hangs low
It is surprising to see the amount of
to remind one that Love is alive and lumber which has been cut and piled
the night is young.
along the highway fom the mill of
Pasadena gardens abound in curious Cameau & Childs.
and exotic plants, and fruits. Palms
’Taters in the ashes.
are everywhere; here a Date Palm
I'ider on the shelf.
waves its graceful branches, nearby a
So tat with plenty
You hardly knows yerselfl
Cocoanut Palm displays its sleek side,
with a ring for every year of its life,
Take down the fiddle,
while a stately Fan Palm rises nearly
Keel us off a tune,
’Till we scare the red stars
a hundred feet into the air.
It has
An' dance away the moon.
nearly,, reached the cgntury mark.
A
“Monkey Tree" guards the entrance of
Ain’t the world you live in
close to heaven's doori
the walk, defying all to climb; and a
Lone time thankseivin*
lacy pepper trails its drooping, light
An' pass yer plate for more!
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evening, listening to music from vio
lin. piano and
victrola.
Alonzo
Farrar is getting an enviable repu
tation as a violinist. Those prcsqpt
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Sav
age, Miss Beatrice French, Misses
Verneta and Maxine Elliott Farrar
and Alonzo Farrar.
Leslie S&vage purchased a valuable
fox hound of Elmer OrIT of Jefferson
last week.
Notwithstanding
the
extremely
cold weather on Tuesday evening
the church supper at the Grange Hall
was a very successful affair
Sebra Crooker has a crew sawing
long lumber in his mill this week. He
has been obliged to saw by steum
for the past two weeks.
Missionary W. 13. Overlook held
services at the West Washington
church last Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
Overlook, Misses Verneta and Maxine
Farrar and Alonzo Farrar accom
panied him.
What has hocomo of Mickle? We
all miss his smiling face and his good
advice.

APPLETON
The Elmwood school is not in ses
sion this week on account of Illness of
the teacher Mrs. Mink. We hope she
may be able to open the school again
next week for both parents and schol
ars are much pleased with her work
and the school was progressing finely.
George Wellington and Lewis Fish
were up to the mill on the Morton
Clark wood lot in Liberty for a load of
sawdust 'Tuesday. Some distance tc
haul sawdust.
Lizette Noyes and Mabel and Louise
Miller spent an afternoon recently with
their former teacher Mrs. Fish.
The big bridge at McLain's Mills Is
a fine piece of work and Is nearing
completion.
Edgar Ripley and son Bernard are^
at Mrs. Vesta Carpenter's spending
their vacations.
Arthur Fish has purchased a victrola.
Benson Meservey has moved to the
Thompson house on the pond road.
Chester Butler visited Thomas But
ler Tuesday.
i

. And HATCHET Brand TEA to

Swim

Tan.

far it.

